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Summary
For any finite coloured graph we define the empirical neighbourhood measure, 
which counts the number of vertices of a given colour connected to a given number 
of vertices of each colour, and the empirical pair measure, which counts the 
number of edges connecting each pair of colours. For a class of models of sparse 
coloured random graphs, we prove large deviation principles for these empirical 
measures in the weak topology. The rate functions governing our large deviation 
principles can be expressed explicitly in terms of relative entropies. We derive a 
large deviation principle for the degree distribution of Erdos-Renyi graphs near 
criticality. Using these large deviation principles and others, we prove asymptotic 
equipartition properties for hierarchical structures (modelled as multitype Galton- 
Watson trees) and networked structures (modelled as coloured random graphs).
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Information is often structured in a nonlinear way. For example, in genetics 
information often has an implicit hierarchical structure, in computer science data 
is often organized in the form of a network. To transm it or compress data from 
these sources, one needs efficient coding schemes and approximate pattern match­
ing algorithms, and large deviations via the asymptotic equipartition property 
or Shannon-McMillan-Breiman theorem, see [CT91], play a key role in this re­
gard, for example by providing bounds on the possible performance of algorithms.
Large deviations is the rate of decay of the probabilities a family of probability 
measures assign increasingly unlikely events.
In this thesis we investigate the large deviations for a very simple random model 
of networked data. The data is described as units, chosen from a finite alphabet, 
together with a random number of links connecting the units. Such an object 
can be described as a random graph where each vertex of the graph carries a 
random unit or colour. The easiest model is that of an Erdos-Renyi graph where 
each vertex is equipped with an independently chosen colour. The slightly more 
realistic models we consider here allow for a dependence between colour and 
connectivity of the vertices.
W ith each coloured graph we associate its empirical neighbourhood measure, 
which records the number of vertices of a given colour with a given number of 
adjacent vertices of each colour. From this quantity one can derive a host of 
im portant characteristics of the coloured graph, like its degree distribution, the 
number of edges linking two given colours, or the number of isolated vertices of 
any colour. The first aim of this project is to derive a large deviation principle 
for the empirical neighbourhood measure.
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To be more specific about our model, we consider coloured random graphs 
constructed as follows: In the first step each of n fixed vertices independently 
gets a colour, chosen according to some law p  on the finite set X  of colours. In 
the second step we connect any pair of vertices independently with a probability 
p(a, b) depending on the colours a, b £ X  of the two vertices. This model, which 
comprises the simple Erdos-Renyi graph with independent colours as a special 
case, was introduced by Penman in his thesis [Pe98], see [CP03] for an exposition.
Our first concern in this thesis are asymptotic results when the number n of 
vertices go to infinity, while the connection probabilities go to zero of order 1/n . 
This leads to an average number of edges of order n, the near-critical or sparse 
case. Our methods also allow the study of the sub- and supercritical regimes. 
Some results on these cases are discussed in Chapter 3.
Apart from the empirical neighbourhood measure defined above, we also consider 
the empirical pair measure, which counts the number of edges connecting any 
given pair of colours, and the empirical colour measure, which simply counts the 
number of vertices of any given colour. We prove a joint large deviation principle 
for the empirical neighbourhood measure and the empirical pair measure of a 
coloured random graph in the weak topology, see Theorem 2.3.1. In the course of 
the proof of this principle, two further large deviation principles are established: 
A large deviation principle for the empirical neighbourhood measure conditioned 
to have a given empirical pair and colour measure, see Theorem 2.5.1, and a 
joint large deviation principle for the empirical colour measure and the empirical 
pair measure, see Theorem 2.4.4. For all these principles we obtain a completely 
explicit rate function given in terms of relative entropies.
As an example, we consider the Erdos-Renyi graph model on n  vertices, where 
edges are inserted with probability pn £ [0, 1] independently for any pair of 
vertices. We assume tha t npn —> c £ (0,1). From our main result we derive a 
large deviation principle for the degree distribution, see Corollary 2.3.2. This 
example seems to be new in this explicit form.
Our second concern in the thesis are asymptotic equipartition properties for sim­
ple hierarchical and networked structures. We use the large deviation techniques, 
as provided in the first part of this thesis and [DMS03], to study the asymptotic 
equipartition property (AEP) of structured data consisting of a large number of 
units, chosen from a finite set, together with a number of links connecting the 
units.
The asymptotic equipartition property (AEP) is a general property used 
extensively in information theory concerning the output samples of a stochastic 
source. Roughly speaking, it says the typical output samples of a stochastic data 
source are all equally likely. The AEP is a simple consequence of the weak law of 
large numbers (WLLN). The WLLN for an empirical measure on a finite space 
is “often a by-product” of a large deviation principle (or LDP for short) for the 
empirical measure.
Two major sets of research work on the AEP (and its applications) within 
mathematics and information theory have so far been considered. The first of 
these has focussed on stationary ergodic processes such as Markov chains, see 
[CT91] and the references therein. The second has dealt with stationary (ergodic) 
random fields on Zd, as well as amenable group actions, see, for example [DK02] 
and the reference therein. Whilst typical examples of applications of the former 
has concentrated on data from linear source, the latter includes recent advances 
such as image and video processing, geostatistics, and statistical mechanics.
However, numerous types of data we usually come across in applications 
(communication studies, demographic studies, biological population studies and 
the field of physics) are naturally structured like networks or trees. For example, 
the WWW (consisting of a collection of pages residing on a server with a given 
name, together with ‘hyperlinks’ with their direction ignored), data on the 
spread of some disease in a given population and many more, can be described 
by networks. Equally, the age structure of a given population is best modelled 
by trees. As an application of our abstract principles, we consider the following 
concrete examples from biology.
•  M etabolic network: This is a graph of interactions forming a part of the 
energy generation and biosynthesis metabolism of the bacterium E.coli. 
Here, the units represent substrates and products, and links represent 
interactions. See [NewOO].
•  M utation  study: Consider mutations in mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA for 
short) e.g. the mtDNA4977 deletion (a mutation which causes a deletion of 
about one third of the mitochondrial genome). The replication of mtDNA 
can be described by a tree, where the units are normal and mutant and 
the links indicate ‘mother-child’ relations. See [OS02] and the references 
therein.
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The core results of the second half of this thesis are the Shannon-McMillan- 
Breiman theorems for two simple probabilistic models: The multitype Galton- 
Watson trees describing hierarchical data structures, and a class of coloured ran­
dom graphs describing networked data structures, see Theorems 3.4.1 and 3.2.1.
Specifically, we consider for the first model typed trees described by the following 
procedure: The root carries random type chosen according to the some law on a 
finite alphabet; given the type of a vertex, the number and types of the children 
(ordered from left to right) are given independently of everything else, by an 
offspring law. We review this model in the next section, Section 1.1.
Finally, our results can also be used to understand simple models of statistical 
mechanics defined on random graphs. Here, typically, the colours of the 
vertices are interpreted as spins, taken from a finite set of possibilities, and the 
Hamiltonian of the system is an integral of some function with respect to the 
empirical neighbourhood measure. As a very simple example we provide the 
annealed asymptotics of the random partition function for the Ising model on an 
Erdos-Renyi graph, as the graph size goes to infinity. See Chapter 2, Example 2.
The rest of this thesis is organized in the following way. In Section 1.1 we 
review the model for hierarchical structure, see [DMS03], for the multitype 
Galton-Watson trees. We review the model for networked structures, coloured 
random graph and extend some known concepts to this models in Section 1.2. 
The penultimate section contains a review of the method of mixtures in large 
deviations, taken from [Bi04]. We end the chapter by providing an overview of 
the main chapters. See Section 1.4.
In Chapter 2 we present the LDP for the empirical neighbourhood measure and 
the empirical pair measure on near-critical coloured graphs. Major tools used 
are (exponential) change of measure, the method of types and the method of 
mixtures.
We discuss in Chapter 3 the asymptotic equipartition properties for structured 
data modelled as either multitype Galton-Watson tree or coloured random 
graphs. As examples, we compute the asymptotic number of bits needed to 
encode large amount of data from the model of the mtDNA4977 as well as the 
metabolic network of the bacterium E. Coli.
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Recall that a rate function is a non-constant, lower semicontinuous function I  
from a polish space M. into [0, oo], it is called good if the level sets {/(m ) <  a:} 
are compact for every x  E [0, oo).
A functional U from the set of finite graphs to M. or the distribution of U 
Pn( •) =  P{ U(X)  E ’ } is said to satisfy a large deviation principle with speed bn 
(bn —» oo) and rate function I  if, for all Borel sets B  C Ad,
— inf I (m)  < lim in fr logPn(B) <  limsup £ logPn(B) < — inf /(m ) ,
m eint-B  n—*oo n n —>00 mEclB
where X  under P is a random graph with n vertices, and int B  and cl B  refer to 
the interior, resp. closure, of the set B. This Thesis considers both cases when 
bn — n and bn =  ann 2, for an —> 0. See Chapters 2 and 3.
1.1 Simple Hierarchical Structures
We review in this section the model for simple hierarchical data structures, 
multitype Galton-Watson trees as presented in [DMS03].
N o ta tio n : Denote by T  the set of all finite rooted planar tree T, by V  =  V (T) 
the set of all vertices and by E  — E (T ) the set of all edges oriented away from 
the root, which is always denoted by p. Write |T| for the number of vertices in 
the tree T. Let be a finite alphabet.
Suppose that T  is any finite tree and we are given an initial probability measure 
p  on a finite alphabet X  and a Markovian transition kernel Q : X  x [0, 1].
We can obtain a tree indexed Markov chain X  : V  —> X  by choosing X{p)  
according to p  and choosing X(v) ,  for each vertex i; /  p, using the transition 
kernel given the value of its parent, independently of everything else. If the tree 
is chosen randomly, we always consider X  = (X(v)  : v E T)  under the joint 
law of tree and chain. It is sometimes convenient to interpret X  as a typed tree, 
considering X  (v) as the type of the vertex v.
We write OO
X* = |J {n }  x X n
71=0
and equip it with the largest topology with all subsets as open sets (discrete 
topology). We shall interpret X* as the space of numbers and types of immediate 
offspring of a vertex.
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1.1.1 The M ultitype Galton- W atson M odel
We denote by N  random number of offspring particles and by N
random offspring particles. Let jit be a probability measure (initial distribution) 
on X  and Q an offspring transition kernel from X  to X*. We define the law F of 
a tree-indexed process X  by the following procedure:
•  The root p carries a random type X  (p) chosen according to the probability 
measure p  on X \
•  for every vertex with type a 6 X  the offspring number and types are given 
independently of everything else, by the offspring law Q{-1 a} on X*. We 
write
Q {- |a } = Q { (W ,X 1. . . , X w) e  - 1 a}.
We always consider X  = ((X ( v ), C (v)), v € V) under the joint law of tree and 
offspring. We interpret X  as multitype Galton-Watson tree and X(v)  as the 
type of vertex v. Notice the offspring of any vertex v E T  is characterized by an 
element of X* and tha t there is an element (0,0) in X* symbolizing absence of 
offspring.
For each typed tree X  and each vertex v we denote by
C(v)  =  (N{v),  X , ( v ) , X N M(v)) € X \  
the number and types of the children of v, ordered from left to right.
D efinition  1.1.1. We call an offspring kernel Q bounded if  for some N 0 < oo,
Q { N >  iVo|a} =  0, V a i= X .
D efinition  1.1.2 (Multiplicity). Denote, for every c =  (n, a i , . . .  ,a n) € X* and 
a (E X , the multiplicity of the symbol a in c by
n
m(a, c) := ^ l {ai=a}.
i =  1
D efin ition  1.1.3. Define the matrix A  with index set X  x X  and non-negative 
entries by
A (a , b) =  Q{c | b}m (a , c), for a,b G X .
cex*
A (a , b) is the expected number of offspring of type a of a vertex of type b.
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D efinition  1.1.4. A*(a, b) YlkL 1 A k(a, 6) 6 [0, oo], /o r  a,b €
D efinition  1.1.5 (Irreducibility ). Tfte matrix A is irreducible if
A*(a,b) > 0, Va, b G
D efinition  1.1.6. TTie multitype Galton-Watson tree is called irreducible if  the 
matrix A  is irreducible.
D efinition  1.1.7 (Criticality). It is called critical (subcritical, supercritical) i f  the 
largest eigenvalue of the matrix A, A a is 1 (less than 1, greater 1 respectively).
We restrict our attention to models of critical multitype Galton-Watson tree.
P roposition  1.1.8. [DZ98, Theorem 3.1.1]. I f  it is the eigenvector of the matrix 
A corresponding to (normalized to a probability vector), then, tt is unique.
D efinition  1.1.9. We define the invariant distribution ir<8>Q(-, •) of the multitype 
Galton- Watson tree X  by
7r 0  Q(u, c) =  7r(a)Q{c | a}, for  (a, c) G X  x X *.
D efinition  1.1.10 (Empirical offspring measure). We define for every multitype 
Galton-Watson tree X  =  ((X(v) ,C(v)) ,  v e  V) the empirical offspring measure 
M x  € M ( X  x X*) by
M x (a, c) =  -jij- ^ 2  s (x(v),c(v)) (a, c), for (a,c) e  X  x  X * .
I I vGV
We denote by z/i the X — marginal of the probability measure v.
D efinition  1.1.11. We call v shift-invariant if
(a ) =  m(a,c)is(b,c), \fa E X  . (1.1.1)
(b , c ) e X x X *
If v is an empirical offspring measure of multitype Galton-Watson tree, then both 
sides of (1.1.1) is
■^{num ber of vertices of type a}.
By the concept of shift-invariant and the recent result LDP for empirical offspring 
measure we prove WLLN for M x, and use it to obtain the AEP for hierarchical 
structures. See Chapter 3.
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1.2 Simple Networked Structures
In this subsection, we review the model for simple networked structures, coloured 
random graph model
N o ta tio n : We begin by fixing the following notations. Let V  be a fixed set of 
n  vertices, say V  =  { l , . . . ,n } .  Denote by Qn the set of all (simple) graphs with 
vertex set V  and edge set E  C £  := {(u , v) £ V  x V  : u < v j ,  where the formal 
ordering of edges is introduced as a means to simply describe unordered edges. 
Note tha t for all n, we have
0 < \E\ < N(n)  =
Let A* be a finite alphabet or colour set.
1.2.1 The Coloured Random  Graph M odel
Given a symmetric function pn : X  x X  —»• [0,1] and a probability measure p  on 
X  we may define the randomly coloured random graph or simply coloured random 
graph X  with n vertices as follows:
•  Assign to each vertex v € V  colour X(v)  independently according to the 
colour law p.
•  Given the colours, we connect any two vertices u, v € V, independently of 
everything else, with connection probability
pn(X(u) ,X(v) ) .
We always consider X  = ((X(v)  : v £ V ) , E )  under the joint law of graph and 
colour and interpret X  as coloured random graph.
We denote by P  the law of coloured random graph X  with n vertices.
Denote by Qn{X)  the set of all coloured graphs with colour set X  and n  vertices.
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1.2.2 Types of Coloured Random Graphs
D efinition  1.2.1. We call X  sparse or near-critical i f  the connection probabilities 
satisfy
a~lpn(a, b) —► C{a, b), Va, b £ X ,
where C \ X  x  A  —> [0, oo) zs a nonzero function and ann —> 1.
D efinition  1.2.2. We call X  subcritical if the connection probabilities satisfy 
a~lpn{a, 6) —> C(a, 6), Va, b £ X ,
where C : X  x X  —> [0, oo) is a nonzero function and ann  —> 0.
D efinition  1.2.3. We call X  dense or supercritical i f  the connection probabilities 
satisfy
a~1pn(a,b) —► C{a,b),  Va, b £ X ,
where C\ X  x  X  ^  {0, oo) is a nonzero function and ann  —» oo.
A ssum ptions: We assume throughout the thesis tha t C: X  x  X  —» [0, oo) is
not identically equal to zero. We also assume tha t the sequence (an) converges
to 0 as n approaches infinity.
1.2.3 Empirical Measures on Coloured Random Graphs
N otation: For any finite or countable set y , we denote by f f ( y )  the space of 
counting measures on y ,  i.e. those measures taking values in N U {0}, endowed 
with the discrete topology, by M.(y )  the space of probability measures, and by 
M .(y )  the space of finite measures on y , both endowed with the weak topology. 
By M * { y  x  y )  we denote the subspace of symmetric measures in Ai ( y  x y) 
and by ||e7|| we denote the total mass of the finite measure w.
D efinition  1.2.4. Define for every coloured random graph A, the empirical 
colour measure L 1 £ M. (X)  by,
(1 .2 .1)
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L l (a) =  ^{num ber of vertices of colour a}.
D efin ition  1.2.5. For every coloured random graph X , the empirical pair mea­
sure L 2 E M .*(y  x y )  is defined by,
fc(t»),x(u)) +  feu),jf(v))](fl^)) f o r a , b e X .  (1-2.2)
, \ t -,
Observe that ann2 is some expected number of edges in the graph, and notice 
from (1.2.2) tha t
L 2(a, b) = ^ 2(1 +  l{a=6})ii{edges between vertices of colours a and b}.
We look at the LDP for the (L1, L 2), on the scale n, for coloured random 
graphs with a~l =  n in Chapter 2. By exponential equivalence, see [DZ98, 
Theorem 4.2.13], one can obtain the same LDP for any sparse coloured graphs.
D efin ition  1.2.6. We define fo r every coloured random graph X , the empirical 
neighbourhood measure M  E M .{X  x M ( X ) )  by,
M (a ,t)  = l ^ < 5 (x{«),L(»»(a,^), for (a, t)  E X  x J\f ( X ) , (1.2.3)
vev
where L{v) — (lv(b): b G X)  and lv(b) is the number of vertices o f colour b 
connected to vertex v.
D efin ition  1.2.7. The degree distribution D  E A4(N U {0}) is given by
D (k ) =  X  E  M E b€xm ) M ( a , e ) ,  f o r k e  NU{0}.
aex eeM{X)
Remark 1 Note that L 1, M , and D  are probability measures, but \\L2\\ =  7^ 7-
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1.3 Method of Mixtures
We review the large deviations for mixtures by Biggins. See [Bi04]. 
To fix some notation we introduce two more spaces of measures.
D efin ition  1.3.1. Define for any natural number n the set A i n{X)  C M.{X)  by 
M n(X) = { u e  M ( X )  : nu(a) e  N, Va e  X  }.
D efin ition  1.3.2. We define for any natural number n the space A4n(X  x  X )  by 
M n( X  x X )  = { w € M , ( X  x X)  : 1+1{"a=61 ro(a,b) e  N, Va,6 e  X } .
We write 0  :=  M ( X )  x M , ( X  x  X )  and 0 n := M „ ( X )  x M n(X  x X).
Let P (n* be a mixing probability measure on the space 0 , concentrated on 
©n. For each 6 G 0 n, let be a probability measure on A 4(X  x mx)) 
for which the mapping 9 Pq{A)  is measurable on ©n for every measurable 
A C M ( X x A f ( X ) ) .
D efin ition  1.3.3. A joint distribution P n obtained by mixing over 9 is given by
d P n(6, x) = d p (" \x )d P M (e). (1.3.1)
For our purpose we present in a weak form the large deviation principle for P n 
in the paper by Biggins [Bi04, Theorem 5(b)].
To start we write
Y  : = M ( X  xA f ( X) ) .
T h eo re m  1.3.4 ([Bi04]). Suppose P ^  satisfies an LDP with good rate function  
if  and whenever 9{n) converges to 9 E 0 , P q^  satisfies an LDP with rate Aq. Let 
Ae(y) be jointly lower semicontinuous in (9, y) € 0  x Y, and suppose in addition,
p { n ) is exponentially tight. Then, P ^  satisfies an LDP with good rate function
A(9, y) = ip(9) +  A0(y).
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The method of mixtures is part of the ‘machinery’ used to prove the joint 
large deviation principle for the empirical pair measure and the empirical 
neighbourhood measure, Theorem 2.4.4. See Chapter 2.
To be more specific about the role of this set up in our proof, we observe that 
by construction the law P of a coloured random graph is only a function of 
the empirical colour measure L1 and empirical pair measure L 2. Further, the 
relationship between the empirical neighbourhood measure M  and the pair 
(L1, L 2) is not one-to-one, tha t is to say, one could have more than one empirical 
neighbourhood measures with the same empirical colour measure and empirical 
pair measure. Consider the following example:
Let X  = {a, 6} and consider empirical neighbourhood measures z/, z> given by
z/(a, (1,0)) =  §, z/(a, (0,1)) =  | ,  i/(6, (1,0)) =  z/(6, (0,0)) =  § and
0(a, (1, 1)) =  z>(a, (1, 0)) =  z>(a, (0, 0)) =  ±, z>(6, (0, 0)) =  §, £(6, (1, 0)) =
Then, the empirical pair measure corresponding to v is
Y  i{b)v{a, ^) =  0 x |  +  l x |  =  | ,
N{X)
Y  £(a)v(b, ^) =  l x f  +  0 x §  =  | ,  
eeN{x)
Y  t(a)v(a,  Q =  l x |  +  0 x l  =  §, 
t(b)v(b, <) =  0 x |  +  0 x j = 0.
ieN(x)
Similar computation gives the empirical pair measure corresponding to z> as
Y  £(b)i>(a, £) =  l x ±  +  0 x ± + 0 x £  =  ±,
t&N{X)
Y  )^ = 0xf + lx| = i
eeAf(x)
Y  ^) =  l x |  +  l x ^  +  0 x |  =  f,
ee M(x)
^  e(b)i>(b, Q =  0 x §  + 0 x ± = 0 .
eeM'(x)
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It not hard to see that both z/, z> have empirical colour measure u  given by
cu(a) = co(b) —
To get ‘round’ this problem we fix the empirical colour measure and the empirical 
pair measure. Fixing the pair (L1, L 2) leads to a simple model which allowed 
combinatorial arguments to be used in the proof of the LDP for the empirical 
neighbourhood measure. We use change of measure technique to get the LDP 
for (L1, L2) and then, use Theorem 1.3.4, to ‘mix’ the two LDPs to established 
the joint LDP for the empirical pair measure and the empirical neighbourhood 
measure.
1.4 Overview of the Main Chapters
1.4.1 Chapter 2: The LDPs for the Empirical M easures 
of Sparse Coloured Random  Graph
Roughly speaking, the empirical neighbourhood measure is a probability measure 
which records the colour of a vertex and how many neighbours of this vertex 
have a given colour in a coloured random graph.
Our main concern in this chapter is the LDP for the empirical neighbourhood 
measure of sparse coloured random graph. See Theorem 2.3.1. To get this result 
we consider two further large deviation principles.
Firstly, we consider the empirical pair measure (a finite symmetric measure) L2, 
which records the number of edges connecting every pair of colours, and the 
empirical colour measure (a probability measure) L1, which counts the number 
of vertices of each colour. For these empirical measures we prove a joint large 
deviation principle in the weak topology, see Section 2.4.
To prove this principle, the law of the coloured random graph P is changed on 
the ‘levels’ of colour and edge to get a new law P of a coloured random graph. 
Thus, given a finite symmetric measure w  and a probability measure u  the 
change is done in such away that typical graphs under P have approximately 
the empirical pair measure w  and u. Using, P we obtain a large deviation 
upper bound for (LX,L 2) in a variational formulation. We solve the variational 
problem, identify the rate function and show that it is a good rate function.
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The lower bound is obtained from the upper bound with the P taking the place 
of P. We then use the properties of the rate function to show that under P the 
probability tha t (L1, L 2) is not in a small ‘rectangle’ around (a;, w) asymptoti­
cally vanishes with the size of the graph to end the proof of the LDP for (L1, L 2).
Secondly, we prove an LDP for the empirical neighbourhood measure under the 
law of a new coloured random model obtained by fixing the L 1 and L 2. See 
Section 2.5.2.
To illustrate a bit the model, we let (u n, w n) 6 M .n(X ) x M ,n(X  x X )  and take
(L1, L2) =  (cjn,u7n).
We construct from (u n,m n) a new coloured random graph with law P (u>n,mn) 
described in the following manner.
•  Assign colours to the vertices by sampling without replacement from the 
collection of n colours, which contains any colour a € X  exactly nu)n(a) 
times;
• for every unordered pair {a, b} of colours create exactly n(a, b) edges by 
sampling without replacement from the pool of possible edges connecting 
vertices of colour a and 6, where
, JN f  n m n(a,b) if a +  b n(a,b) := < n nV ’ ^  ,I 2 VJn\°">b) if a = b.
For our proof we introduce a numbering system, which specifies, for each {a, 6}, 
the order in which edges are drawn in the second step. More precisely, the 
edge-number k is attached to both vertices connecting the A;th edge.
Denote by /C^(o;n, cc7n) the set of empirical neighbourhood measures of graphs 
with n  vertices, empirical colour measure u n and empirical pair measure w n.
To begin we bound the number of measures in K,(n\ u n,m n) using the technique 
of integer partition. See Subsection 2.5.3.
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W ith this bound and a combinatorial argument, for any vn we compute the 
large deviation ‘upper’ probability for the event { M  =  vn } under ^{Wn,Wn) in 
Subsection 2.5.4.
For a large deviation ‘lower’ probability for the event { M  — vn } of any 
vn E K {n){uJn, w n) under P(u,n)CTn), we further perform several estimations and 
approximations. First, we obtain an upper bound on the support of an empirical 
neighbourhood measure using simple counting technique via mathematical 
induction. See Subsection 2.5.5.
Then, we approximate in the weak topology a given empirical neighborhood 
measure by vn E Kfn\u jn,m n) with the ‘extra’ feature that the degree of any 
vertex is bounded by n 1/3. This approximation is carried out in four  steps, in 
four separate Lemmas in Subsection 2.5.6
We again use a combinatorial argument and the four approximation lemmas 
to get a large deviation lower probability for the event { M  = vn } in our new 
model. See Section 2.5.7.
The second auxiliary principle, see Theorem 2.5.1, is derived from these large 
deviation probabilities.
We then use the method of mixtures to ‘mix’ the first auxiliary principle, see 
Theorem 2.4.4, and the second auxiliary principle, see Theorem 2.5.1, to obtain 
the LDP for (L2, M ), see Theorem 2.3.1.
Remark: For any finite graph L 2 and M  are related by a simple formula which 
allows one to compute L 2 from M. As this formula is discontinuous in the weak 
topology the relationship breaks down in the limit. To obtain a separate LDP for 
M  or L 2 we need to form a contraction and the resulting rate function becomes 
much less explicit. Similarly, the rate function for L2 obtained by contracting 
the LDP for (L1, L 2) would not be explicit in general. However, in some special 
cases we can get explicit rate functions by projecting our LDPs.
These cases are given as corollaries in this thesis.
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1.4.2 Chapter 3: The A sym ptotic Equipartition Proper­
ties for Simple Hierarchical and Networked Struc­
tures
The AEP is the version of the strong law of large numbers in information theory. 
It is fundamental to the concept of typical set used in theories of compression. 
It can be obtained from the WLLN for a carefully defined empirical measure on 
a stochastic data source.
Our main aim in this chapter is to derive the AEP for structured data source. 
We model the data source as either multitype Galton-Watson tree or coloured 
random graph. The AEP for simple hierarchical structures is discussed in 
Section 3.2. We state the main result, see Theorem 3.2.1, in the first subsection 
of the section. This result is then applied to a concrete example from biology 
in the last subsection. Our proof uses the recent large deviations technique for 
trees presented in [DMS03] and recalled in Section 3.
To be more elaborative about this technique, first we derive from the LDP for 
the empirical offspring measure M x  of multitype Galton-Watson tree, see The­
orem 3.3.1, and the Perron Frobenius theorem, see, for example [DZ98, Theo­
rem 3.1.1], a weak law of large numbers for empirical offspring measure of trees 
with bounded offspring distribution Q. Next, we compute the distribution Pn{x) 
of a typed tree x  conditioned on the event {\T\ — n}, and express it as a func­
tion of the M x on the tree. Then, by boundedness of the offspring kernel Q, 
Lemma 3.3.4 and our WLLN for M x we show tha t (Mx, — logQ) converges to
(tt ® Q , — log Q ),
as n  approaches infinity to end the proof.
We treat separately the AEP for the networked structures in Section 3.4.1. The 
main theorem, see Theorem 3.4.1, of the section is AEP for random networks 
in subcritical, near-critical and supercritical regimes. For random network 
consisting of n  units connected by an average number of order log n /n  links we 
obtain a most interesting result, see Theorem 3.4.2. To conclude the section we 
apply Theorem 3.4.1 to a specific example from biology. See Subsection 3.4.2.
The proofs of these AEPs carried out in the last section of the chapter also 
uses the technique of large deviations. To start, we obtain joint LDPs for 
empirical colour measure L1 and the empirical pair measure L 2 of subcritical 
and supercritical coloured random graphs in the weak topology. These LDPs
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are formulated in Theorem 3.5.1 and Theorem 3.5.2, respectively. See Subsec­
tion 3.5.2. We consider the LDPs on two different scales ann2 and n. On both 
scales we use the technique of change of measure to establish the LDPs. See 
Subsections 3.5.4 and 3.5.3.
Heuristically, for the LDPs on the scale ann 2 we change the colour law in a 
way tha t it is asymptotically the typical one. That is to  say, we change the 
measure to avoid ‘colour cost’ or we change the colour law ‘for free’, but incur 
some cost on connection. Conversely, for the LDPs on the scale n we change the 
measure to avoid ‘connection cost’, i.e. we change the edge law in a manner that, 
asymptotically, once a colour law u  is fixed the edge law is the typical one
C u  0  uj.
As in the proof of the AEP for hierarchical structures, we derive from our LDPs, 
Theorem 2.4.4 and Theorem 3.5.1, weak laws of large numbers for L l and L2. 
See Subsection 3.5.7. Specifically, for a coloured graph x  G Gn{X)  we compute 
the distribution Pn{x) and express it in terms of the pair
{Ll (x), L 2{x)).
Then, using the conditions on the sequence (an), see Theorem 3.4.1, and the 
weak laws for L l (x), L 2{x) we show that both (L 1 0  L1, —nlog(l — pn)) and 
(L2, — (log(pn/ ( l  — pn)))/lo g n ) converges to \\Cfi® p\\, and that (L1, — logp) 
converges to
</i(a), -  log p),
as n approaches infinity, to prove Theorem 3.4.1 and Theorem 3.4.2.
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Chapter 2
The Large D eviation  Principles 
for Em pirical M easures o f Sparse 
Coloured Random  Graphs
(This material also appears in a co-authored paper with P. Morters, Bath).
2.1 Introduction
This chapter is devoted to the large deviations study of the empirical neighbour­
hood measure of near-critical coloured graph model in the weak topology. The 
study is divided into two main large deviations principles.
In the first, we consider the LDP for (L1, L 2). The main tool used is the 
technique of change of measure. By this technique we obtain the upper bound 
in a variation formulation. We solve the variation problem by using simple 
technique of identifying rate functions from other rates. See, for example [DZ98, 
Lemma 6.2.16].
The second is the LDP for the empirical neighbourhood measure conditioned 
to have a given (L1, L2). The proof of this principle is based on combinatorial 
argument (via the method of types) backed by series of approximations. We 
control the number of empirical neighbourhood measures by counting integer 
partitions and bound the support of empirical neighbourhood measures using a 
simple counting technique.
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Using the method of mixtures we combine the auxiliary principles to obtain 
a joint large deviation principle for (L2, M )  in the weak topology. Using the 
contraction principle we derive the LDP for M.  In the special case of the 
Erdos-Renyi graphs the rate function looks simple.
The chapter is outlined as follows. Firstly, Section 2.2 contains some no­
tation, definitions and concepts necessary to present the principles (main 
and auxiliary) in the chapter. To be specific, we introduce the notion of 
“Consistency” for empirical neighbourhood measures, and highlight a functional 
relationship between the pair (L1, L 2) and M , and its effect on our rate functions.
The main LDPs of the chapter, Theorem 2.3.1 and Corollary 2.3.2, are stated 
in Section 2.3. This corollary is the large deviation principle for the degree 
distribution D  of the Erdos-Renyi graph model.
Section 2.4 contains the LDP for (L1, L2), see Theorem 2.4.4, and the proof of 
this large deviation principle.
In Section 2.5, we state an LDP for the empirical neighbourhood measure for 
the coloured graph model obtained by fixing the pair (L1, L2). This result, see 
Theorem 2.5.1, is an im portant step in the proof of Theorem 2.3.1.
The remainder of the chapter contains the proofs of the results set out in 
Subsection 2.5.1. Unlike the proof of the first auxiliary principle which uses 
the technique of change of measure, the proof of Theorem 2.5.1, carried out 
in Subsection 2.5.2, is based on combinatorial arguments combined with a 
probabilistic approximation technique.
In Section 2.6 we combine these results to obtain our main result, Theorem 2.3.1, 
using the setup and result of Biggins, see Theorem 1.3.4, to ‘mix’ the large 
deviation principles.
Finally, we derive from our main LDP Corollary 2.3.2 in Section 2.7.
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2.2 Preparation
We recall M .(X  x J\f{X)) is the space of all probability measures on 
X  x f i f(X )  equipped with the smallest topology which makes the func­
tionals v i—> f  /(a , i) v{da , d£) continuous, for /  : X  x f i f(X ) —> M bounded (i.e. 
the weak topology) and by the ^-m arginal and the J\f{X)— marginal of 
the measure v G M ( X  x Af(X)).
D efin ition  2 .2 .1.
(v(-,£) b) := ^ 2  K M W O -
eeM(x)
D efin ition  2.2.2 ($). The function $ :  M ( X  x M (X ))  -> A 4(*) x x * )  
is defined by
=  ($ iM > =  (^i, M*>^),
Observe tha t $ (M ) =  (L1,! /2), if these quantities are defined as empirical 
neighbourhood, colour, and pair measures of a coloured graph. Note tha t while 
the first component $1 is a continuous function, the second component $2 is 
discontinuous in the weak topology because for any 6, £{b) can be unbounded.
D efin ition  2.2.3 (Consistency). We call (uo,v) € M.*(X x X )  x M .{X  xJ \f(X ))  
sub-consistent if
< w (b ,a ) ,  V a , b e X ,  (2.2.1)
and consistent if  equality holds in (2.2.1).
We note that, if v is the empirical neighbourhood measure and w  the empirical 
pair measure of a coloured graph, is consistent and both sides in (2.2.1)
represent
£ (1 +  l{a=6}) tj{edges between vertices of colours a and &}.
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D efin ition  2.2.4 (Q). For every (vj, v ) G M.+(X x  X )  x  M ( X  x  J\f(X)), we 
define a probability measure Q = Q[w, v\ on X  x  V ( * )  by
(?(o, f) := ^ (o )   ^ j i -------------------
e 
bex
This is the law of a pair (a,£) G X  x  f i f(X ) where a is distributed according to 




We observe that, if (vj, v) sub-consistent then (Q[ui ,v ],  v) is sub-consistent.
By uj <C fi we mean u  is absolute continuous with respect to p,.
D efin ition  2.2.5.
VJl[u,w] := [v: {m ,v )  sub-consistent and =  a;} C A d(X  x  J\[{X)).
D efin ition  2.2.6. We define the relative entropy of w  G A 4(X  x X )  with respect 
another finite measure w  G A 4(X  x  X )  by
H (w \\w )  := ^ 2  ro(a -6) los S (f |) -
a,beX
and oo if  w  w.
2.3 LDP for Empirical Neighbourhood Measure 
of Near-Critical Coloured Graphs
We have now set the stage to state our principal theorem, the large deviation prin­
ciple for the empirical pair measure and the empirical neighbourhood measure. 
To state this principle, we define the function f )c  by
f i c f a  II w) := H (w  || C u  +  || Co; 0  o;|| — ||ro ||,
where
C u  0  u(a, b) =  C(a, b)u(a)u(a).
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Theorem  2.3.1. Suppose that X  is a coloured random graph with colour law p 
and connection probabilities pn : X  x X  —» [0,1] satisfying npn{a, b) —> C{a, b) for 
some nonzero function C : X  x X  —> [0, oo). Then, as n —> oo, the pair (L2, M) 
satisfies a large deviation principle in X i* (X  x x A 4(X  x  J\f{X)) with good 
rate function,
x _  J  H (v  || Q) +  H(is i || /Li) +  |  f i c f a  II ^i) i f  (w, v) sub-consistent,
^ |  oo otherwise.
2.3.1 The R ate function
The rate function can be interpreted as follows: J (zu , is) represents the cost of 
obtaining an empirical pair measure zu and an empirical neighbourhood measure 
is, this cost is divided into three sub-costs:
(i) H(i>i || p) represents the cost of obtaining the colour frequency is\, this cost 
is non-negative and vanishes iff is\ — fi,
(ii) \\isi) represent the cost of obtaining an empirical pair measure zu if 
the colour law is is\, again this cost is non-negative and vanishes iff
W =  C is I 0  1S\,
(iii) H(is\\Q) represents the cost of obtaining an empirical neighbourhood mea­
sure is if the colour law is is\ and the edge law is zu, this cost is non-negative 
and vanishes iff is = Q.
Consequently, J{zu, is) is non-negative and vanishes iff w(a, b) = C is\ (g> is\ and
v(aA) =  M(a) n * ™ '  (C(a- y ))W ,
bex  ^ ' m
for all (a,£) € X  x  M {X ).  This is the law of a pair (a,£) where a is distributed 
according to p  and, given the value of a, the random variables £{b) are indepen­
dently Poisson distributed with parameter
C(a,b)p{b).
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Remark 2 Our large deviation principle implies individual large deviation prin­
ciples for the measures L 2 and M  by the contraction principle. See [DZ98, The­
orem 4.2.1]. Note that, the functional relationship L 2 =  $ 2{M) may break down 
in the limit, because 4>2 is discontinuous in the weak topology. The possibility of 
this effect is responsible for the weak form of the condition (w, v) sub-consistent 
in the rate function.
2.3.2 LDP for the Degree D istribution of Erdos-Renyi 
graph
As the degree distribution D  is a continuous function of M, Theorem 2.3.1 
and the contraction principle imply a large deviation principle for D. For a 
classical Erdos-Renyi graph the rate function takes on a particularly simple form.
Corollary 2.3.2. Suppose D is the degree sequence of an Erdos-Renyi graph with 
connection probability pn £ [0,1] satisfying npn - ^ c G  (0, 00) .  Then D satisfies 
a large deviation principle, as n  —* oo, in the space A4(N U {0}) with good rate 
function
( \ x  lo g (f)  -  \ x  + f  + H (d\\qx), i f  {d) < c,
W = |  \  (d) lo§ ( i r )  -  2 (d) +  2 +  #(d |k<d)), if  c < (d) < 00, (2.3.1)
[ 0 0  if  (d) =  00,
where, in the case (d) <  c, the value x  — x{d) is the unique solution of
x  = ce V x ) 5 




On probability measures d with mean c the rate simplifies to the relative entropy 
of d with respect to the Poisson distribution of the same mean. In [BGL01,
Theorem 7.1] a large deviation principle for the degree sequence is formulated
for this situation, albeit with a rather implicitly defined rate function. Moreover, 
the proof given there contains a serious gap: The exponential equivalence stated 
in paper, [BGL01, Lemma 7.2], is not proved and we conjecture it does not hold.
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To be more specific about the problem (we recall from [BGL01] tha t the empirical 
occupancy process in the random allocation model is denoted by X f  and the 
degree distribution in the Erdos-Renyi graph model is given by Vf1)] the coupling 
argument carried out to establish the exponential equivalence of the laws of 
and Vtn only led to  a weak bound on the joint probability, i.e. the copies Yf1, 
WJ1 (of X™ and Vtn resp.) constructed only satisfy for any e > 0
p{  sup d(Y£, w n  > 4  < e -na,
'te[o,T] ;
where a  is a non-negative constant.
2.4 Large Deviation Principle for the Empirical 
Colour Measure and Empirical Pair Mea­
sure of Sparse Coloured Random Graphs
2.4.1 Overview
Recall that, the empirical colour measure counts the number of vertices of 
a given colour while the empirical pair measure counts the number of edges 
or ‘interactions’ between each pair of colours. We prove joint large deviation 
principle for these empirical measures of a class of models of sparse coloured 
random graphs in the weak topology. The major technique used is change of 
measure. Using the contraction principle, see [DZ98, Theorem 4.2.1], we derive 
from our result the large deviation principle for the number of edges per vertex 
in the graph and a large deviation property of the Thermodynamics of the Ising 
model on Erdos-Renyi graph with independent colours. See Example 2.
We structure the section in the following way. Section 2.4.2 contains notation 
and definitions of some terms used in the subsequent sections. In Section 2.4.3, 
we state our main principles in the section, Theorem 2.4.4 and Corollar­
ies 2.4.5, 2.4.5.
Section 2.4.4 contains the proof of our first auxiliary principle in the chapter. 
We begin the section with the statement of the main technique used, change of 
measure in Subsection 2.4.4. We prove two useful Lemmas 2.4.8 and 2.4.9 in 
Subsection 2.4.5. The first is based on the Euler’s formula and the second on 
coupling.
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We obtain an upper bound for the first auxiliary principle in a variational 
formulation. See Subsection 2.4.6. Closely following this, is a solution of the 
variational problem including the verification of goodness, see Subsection 2.4.7. 
The last part of the section, Subsection 2.4.4, covers the proof of the lower 
bound. It is derived from the upper bound with the transformed measure taking 
the place of the original law of the graph.
We complete the chapter by deriving all corollaries from Theorem 2.4.4 in 
Subsection 2.4.9.
2.4.2 Some Definitions
By Ci and C2 we denote the space of functions on X  and the space of symmetric 
functions on X  x X  respectively.
D efin ition  2.4.1. Let g G C2 and f  G C\. For (cv, zu) G M { X )  x M * (X  x X),  
(zu, g) := ^  ™(a,b)g(a,b) and (u, f )  := ]T o ;(a ) /(a ) .
D efin ition  2.4.3. The relative entropy of a probability measure u  G A4(X) with 
respect to g £ M { X )  is
a,bex
D efin ition  2.4.2. The entropy of a probability vector u  G A4(X) is
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2.4.3 First Auxiliary Principle
Recall tha t the empirical pair measure L 2 on X  x  X  in the case when a~l — n  is 
given by
L 2(a, b) = — ^ 2  [^(x(v),x(u)) +  < (^x(u),x(t;))](flj b), for a,b e  X .
(u,v)£.E
Observe that this situation corresponds to the near-critical case. We state the 
joint large deviation principle for the empirical measure L 1 and the empirical 
pair measure L 2 in the weak topology.
T heorem  2.4.4. Suppose that X  is a coloured random graph with colour law p 
and connection probabilities pn : X  x  X  —» [0,1] satisfying npn(a, b) —> C(a , b) for  
some function C : X  x  X  —> [0, oo). Then, as n  —■> oo, the pair (L1, L 2) satisfies 
a large deviation principle in M .(X )  x M.*{X  x  X ) with speed n and good rate 
function,
I (lu, m) = H (lu || p) + || u>). (2-4.1)
The rate function can be interpreted as follows: The term H {u  || p) represents 
the cost of obtaining the colour frequency u, this cost is non-negative and 
vanishes iff u  — p. The term 11^) is fhe c°st of obtaining an empirical
pair measure v if the colour law is u, again this cost is non-negative and vanishes 
iff vo =  C to Cg> u, as we will show in the course of the proof.
By contraction, see e.g. [DZ98, Theorem 4.2.1], one can obtain a large deviation 
principle for L 2 and the number of edges per vertex \E \/n  alone as follows.
Corollary 2.4.5. Suppose that X  is a coloured random graph with colour law p 
and connection probabilities pn : X  x  X  —> [0,1] satisfying npn{a, b) —> C(a, b) for  
some function C : X  x  X  —> [0, oo). Then, as n  —► oo,
(i) L 2 satisfies a large deviation principle in A4*(X  x  X ) with speed n and good 
rate function,
I 2(zu) =  inf { I ( uj, w ) : to £ A 4(X )} .  (2.4.2)
(ii) the number of edges per vertex \E \/n  satisfies a large deviation principle in
[0, oo) with speed n and convex rate function,
C(x) = x  logx  -  x  +  inf -  z  log{\y)  +  \y } ,
y >  0
where $)(y) — inf H {u  || p) over all probability vectors lj with ujt C u — y.
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Example 1 In the Erdos-Renyi case C(a, a) = c one obtains $){y) =  0 for y = c, 
and Sj{y) =  00 otherwise. Hence
£(#) - x \o g x  — x  -  xlog(^)  +  | ,
which is the Cramer rate function for the Poisson distribution with parameter | .
Example 2 We look at the Erdos-Renyi graph with connection probabilities pn 
satisfying npn —> c G (0 ,00) and study the random partition function for the 
Ising model on the graph, which is defined as
Z ( P ) := e x p ( - / ?  E r}(u)r](v)Sj  for the inverse temperature (3 > 0.
i 7 € { - l , + l } v  (u ,v) £ E
Denoting by E expectation with respect to the graph, we note that
EZ((3) =  2nEexp ^ — n  |  J xy  L 2(dx ,dy)^ ,
where E is expectation with respect to the graph randomly coloured using 
independent colours chosen uniformly from { — 1, 1}.
Then Varadhan’s lemma, see e.g. [DZ98, Theorem 4.3.1] and a simple manipula­
tion give that
lim £ log EZ{(3)
71— > 0 0  , l
=  log2 +  sup j f  J x y w (d x  , dy) — I(cu, zu) : u  G M ( X ) ,  zu G M * ({ —1, l} 2) j  
=  sup 11 (zu(A) — zu(Ac)) -  x  log(a:) -  (1 -  x) log(l -  x) — \  {H(zu || u x) +  c)
where A is the diagonal in { — 1, l} 2, and the supremum is over all x  G [0,1] and 
zu G A4*({ — 1, l} 2), and the measure u x G — 1, l} 2) is defined by
u x (h j)  — cx(<2+l+^ ^2{l — x)^2~l~^^2 for i , j  G { — 1,1} •
Note tha t the last expression is an optimization problem in only four real 
variables.
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2.4.4 The Technique of Change-of-M easure 
D efin itio n  2.4.6. Given the function f  G C\ define the constant JJj by
U j =  log ]TV~(aV(a).
a e x
D efin itio n  2.4.7. For g € C2 define the function hn : X  x X  —► R by
hn(a,b) =  log (1 — pn(a, b) +  pn(a, b)e9{a’b)) for a,b G X.
We use /  and g to define (for sufficiently large n) a new random graph as follows:
•  For the n labeled vertices V  assign colours from X  independently and iden­
tically according to the colour law fi defined by
/1(a) =  e ^ a^~uf g(a).
•  Given any two vertices u ,v  £ V, with u carrying colour a and v carrying 
colour b connect vertex u to vertex v with probability
~ ( M pn(a,b)e9(a'b)
Pn[a' 0) 1 — Pn(a, b) +  pn(a, 6)e<?(a>6) ’
otherwise keep u and v disconnected.
Denote the transformed law by IP and define L \  := — E  S(X(u) ,X(u))-
u e v
We recall tha t S — E  U E c, is the set of all possible links. We observe tha t ji 
is a probability measure, pn(a, b) € [0, 1], Va, b <E X  and that P is absolutely 
continuous with respect to P, as for a coloured random graph X,
—  m  =  T T  M W hII T T  Pn(X(u) ,X(v) )  T T  l-^ (X (u ) ,A -( i;) )
J 1 1  v( X( u) )  1 1  Pn(X(u) ,X(v) )  1 1  l - p n (X (U),X(l/))
UE:V (u,v)eE (u,v)£E
nv ( X  (it)) T T  pn(X(u) ,X(v))  n - n p n (X(u) ,X(v))  T T  n - n p n (X(u) ,X(v))p(X(u))  11 pn {X{u) ,X{v))  n - n p n (X(u) ,X(v))  11 n - n p n {X{u) ,x{v) )uEV  (u,v)€E (u,v)££
=  n  e ^ X ^ ~ Uf e fi(X(u),X(v)) e ± h n(X(u),X(v))
u € V  (u,v)€E (u ,v)e £
=  e n ( L \ f - U f- ) +n ( ±L 2, g ) + n ( l L 1® L \ h n) - ( ± L 1A ,hn) p  4  3)
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2.4.5 Some Useful Lemmas
Lemma 2.4.8 (Euler’s Formula). I f  a~lpn(a,b) —> C(a,b), Va,b G X  and 
(an) —► 0, then
lim [l +  apn(a,b)]an =  eaC a^,b\  \/a,b G X  and a £ l .  (2.4.4)
n —► oo
Proof. Observe that, for any & > 0 and for large n we have
l+flnfaCfo,  b)—e) < 1+apn(a,b) < 1+an(aC(a,b)+£) , (2.4.5)
by the point wise convergence. Hence by the sandwich theorem and Euler’s 
formula we have (2.4.4). ■
Lemma 2.4.9 (Exponential Tightness). For every a  > 0, 3N  G N such that 
lim sup ^  lo g P j \E\ > ann 2N } < - a .  (2.4.6)
n —> oo n I J
Proof. Let c > maxaibG;t C(a, b) > 0. Using Chebysheff’s inequality and 
Lemma 2.4.8, we have (for sufficiently large n)
P{|J5| > ann2l \  < e"°””2‘E {e |E|}
< e—  " ' g ' V  ( " (n ~  1 )/2 )  (a nc ) fc( l  -
k= 0 '  '
0"n 1)/ )^
= e -“""2i( l  +  (e - l)a „ c ) '
g —an n 2/g a n n 2(c(e—l+ o (l)))
Now given a  choose TV G N such that TV > a  +  c(e — 1) and observe that, for 
sufficiently large n,
P { |£ | > a nn2N \  <
which implies the statement. ■
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2.4.6 Upper Bound in the First Auxiliary Principle 
D efin ition  2.4.10. Define the function I: M ( X )  x M ( X  x X )  —> [0, oo] by
I(u,zu)  =  sup { V  ( /(a )  -  Uf )u{a)
*
|  X I  g(a’ 6) +  I X  ~  e9(o,6))C'(a > 6)w(a)w(6)}.
/eCl gec2
D efinition  2.4.11. Given g E C2 define (3: X  x  X  —» M by
0(a,b) =  (1 -  e ^ a'h))C(a,b).
The upper bound in a variational formulation. To start, we recall tha t E is the 
expectation with respect to P.
Lem m a 2.4.12. For each closed set F  C A4(X) x A 4(X  x  X),  
lim sup ^ logP{(L 1, L 2) E F} < — inf I(uj,zu).
n—► 00 (w ,ro)€f
Proof. Fix f  £ C\, g E C2 and observe from Lemma 2.4.8 that,
lim hn(a, b) = /3(a, 6), Va, b E X.
n—>oo
Using (2.4.3), we obtain the inequality
Therefore, we have that
lim sup i  log E {en<il'/_c;/ )+"<i i2'5>+"<5I'1®i l •''")} < 0 .  (2.4.7)
n—kx>  ^ ^
We fix e > 0 and define the e— rate function by I£(uj, zu) =  min{7(o;, zu), e *} — e.
Suppose that ( c j , zu) E F, choose f  E C\ and g E C2 such that
{u, f  -  Uj) + \ ( z u , g )  + \  0 ,  uj <g> u) > I£(u, zu).
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By finiteness of the mapping
(u, w)  h-> (u, f  -  Uj) + \ ( w , g) + \{Cb® u, (3)
is continuous in the weak topology. Therefore, we can find open neighbourhoods 
B ^  and B* of w, uj such that
inf { <o>, /  — Uj) +  \ ( w ,  g) +  \ { u  <g> u, f3) j  > Je(u>, w) -  e. 
G>€BI,w€B% I j z J
Using Chebysheff’s inequality and (2.4.7) we have that 
lim sup^ logP { (L1, L 2) G B lu x B ^ }
71—+ 0 0
< lim s u p i lo g E { e m(tl' / “[// >+"<5i2’9>+n<5I'1®i l ' i ”>} - / e(w,ro) +  £
71— KX> ^
< — / e(w, 07) +  e. (2.4.8)
Now we use Lemma 2.4.9 with M  = £_1, to choose N(e)  G N such tha t 
lim sup ^ lo g P jlE 1! > nN (e)}  <  — e~x.
71— ►OO
For this iV(£), define the set /Cv(e) by
K n (e) = { ( ^ ; ^ )  ^  M.{X)  x M .(X  x # )  : 11zz71 < 2N(s)}.
The set D F  is compact and therefore may be covered by finitely many sets
B l r  X  B l r i ■ ■ ■ ’ B l m  X  B i m  with ( W r ,  ^ r )  € F  for 7* =  1 ,  . . . ,  771.
Consequently,
m
r { ( L \ L 2) e f } <  v { ( L \ L 2) e  | j B i r x B £r } + p { (Z ,\B 2) £ / r N(e)}
r = l
m
<  Y , r { ( L \ L 2) e  B l  x f £ r} + p { (L \L 2) £*0v(e>}.
r = l
We may now use (2.4.8) to obtain
lim sup ^ log P{ (L1, L 2) G f } <  max lim sup £ lo g P { (L \ L 2) G B i r X ^ J v - |
r>—vrv-1 7*— 1 r)—vrv*
< — inf / e(u;, zu) V — - +  e. 
“  (w.tujef £
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Taking £ j  0 we have the desired statement. ■
2.4.7 Identification of the Rate Function
We express the rate function in term of relative entropies, see for example [DZ98, 
(2.15)], and consequently show tha t it is a good rate function. To begin, recall 
that for any (u,zu) E M ( X )  x A 4(X  x X ),  is given by Sjc
f i c f a  || u)  := H {w  || C u <S> u)  +  || C u  <8> cj|| — | | ^ | | .
Lem m a 2.4.13.
(i) I(u ,zu)  =  I (u ,w ) ,  for any (u,zu) E M .(X)  x A 4(X  x X ),
(ii) I  is a convex, good rate function and
(Hi) $)c(tt || uj) > 0 with equality i f  and only if  ui — C u  (B)u. In particular, it is 
a good rate function.
P ro o f. (i) Suppose that w  ^  C u  <g> u. Then, there exists oq, b0 E X  with
C u  (g> u (oq, bo) = 0 and zu(ao,bo)>0.
Define g : X  x X  —» R by
g(a,b) = log [ K ( tM o ) (a,b) +  l {bom)(a,b)) +  l ] ,
for a,b E X  and K  > 0.
For this choice of g and /  =  0 we have 
^ 2 ( f ( a )  - Uf)u (a )  + ^ 2  ^g(a,b)w(a,b) +  ^  K 1 “  e9{a’b))C(a, b)u(a)u(b)
a£X Q,,b£s¥ o,)b£X
- I log(K  +  l)zu(a0,b0) oo. 
Now suppose tha t zu C u  ® u.  Then, we have
i (u ,  w)  =  sup |  ^ 2  ( / ( a ) “  lo§ ^ 2  e/(aV (a)) u(a ) } +  \  J 2  C (a’ b)v(a)u(b)
f eCl a€X aeX a,beX
+  \  sup |  ^ 2  #(a > b)zu(a,b) — ^ 2  eg a^,b^ C(a,b)u(a)u(b)^.
9£C2 a,b€X a,beX
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By the variational characterization of entropy, the first term equals H (u  || g). By 
the substitution h — e9 CuJ<s>u> we obtain
VO
sup { £  g{a, b)zu(a, b) -  £ e sla’b}C(a,b)u;(a)u\
g-C'2 a,beX a,b£X
sup £  [log {h^ C ( a % a£ u b ) )  -  /t(a’6)] w{a' b)
h>0 fljOe-V
=  sup ( log h(a, b) — h(a, 6)) tu(a, b) +  log zu(a,b)
\ f i a ^ x  * ^ x  gC(a,b)ui(a)u>(b) J
= —||tu|| + H(zu || C u  & a;), 
where we have used supx>0 logrr — x  =  — 1 in the last step. This yields
I ( u , Zu) = I{u, tu).
(ii) Recall from (2.4.1) and the definition of f i c  tha t
I(u ,zu) =  H (u  || /i) + \  H(zu || C u  (g> u)  + \  ||C u  (g> u;|| — \  ||ce7||.
All summands are continuous in u, zu and thus I  is a rate function. Moreover,
for all a  < oo, the level sets { I  < a}  are contained in the bounded set
{(cj, zu) 6 M ( X )  x A 4(X  x X ) : fic(zu  || u)  <  a}
and are therefore compact. Consequently, I  is a good rate function.
(iii) Consider the non-negative function £(#) =  x l ogx  —ir +  1, for a; > 0, £(0) =  1, 
which has its only root in x  — 1. Note that
r  f ii x f  f  £ ° Q dCu <S>u if a > 0 existsf iC{zu\\u) = { y f  dCu)<S>u) (2.4.9)
[ oo otherwise.
Hence fic{vu || u) > 0, and, if w  = C u  <g> u,  then €{dcu®uj) =  ^ an<^  so
f ic (C u  ® u  || u)  =  0. Conversely, if f ic (zu \\u )  = 0, then zu(a,b) > 0 implies 
C u  ® u(a,b) > 0, which then implies £ o g(a,b) — 0 and further g(a,b) — 1.
Hence zu — C u  <S> u, which completes the proof of (iii). ■
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2.4.8 Lower Bound in the First Auxiliary Principle 
L em m a 2.4.14. For every open set O C M { X )  x A4(X  x  X), 
lim inf -  lo g P ifL 1, L2) G 0 }  > — inf I(uj,m).
n —too 71 J (w ,w )€0
Proof. Suppose (uj, zu)  G O, with zu <C C u j  <g> uj. Define fu : X  —> M by
M a} =  J lc« isW ’ >M<0 > 0,
“ t  0, otherwise.
and gw : A' x X  —> R by
~ / f  log i'M ? if 07(a, 6) > 0,qw(a,b) = < C(atb)u(a)u(b) ’ v > y >
|  0, otherwise.
In addition, we let /3m(a,b) =  C(a, 6)(1 — e ^ ^ a,b^ ) and note that
pw(a,b) = lim hw,n(a, b) =  lim log ( l - p n(a, b)+pn(a, 6) e ^ (a,b)) n , V a , b e X .
Choose B * ,B ^  open neighbourhoods of u j , z u ,  such tha t B * x  B ^  C O and 
V ( w , 6 ) G 5 i x 4 ,
(w, /L) + |  ® fiw ) -  £ <  {uj, f u) + \  (w ,  gw) + \ { u  <g> &, /?ro).
We now use P, the probability measure obtained by transforming P using the 
functions f u , gw. Note that the colour law in the transformed measure is now 
uj, and the edge probabilities pn(a,b) satisfy n p n(a,b) n °^°> =: C(a,b).
Using (2.4.3), we obtain
P { ( L \ L 2) €  O } > E { S ( X ) t {(L^ )eBiiXBl}}
•> e -n{ui,  / w)-n(ATu,0ro)-n(Au><g>w,/3ro)+m -ne x  (L/1 Z/2) G i? 1 X B 2 ^
where m =  0A minaG<^  /?ro(a, a). Therefore, we have
e O} > -(A,,a;) -  |  -  \  {(3w , uj® uj) - e
+  lim inf ^ log P { (L1, L 2) E B ^  x B ^  } .
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The result follows once we prove tha t
lim in f i lo g P { (L \Z ,2) 6 -B* x  B ^} =  0. (2.4.10)
n—>00 n
We use the upper bound (but now with the law P replaced by P) to prove (2.4.10). 
Then we obtain
lim sup ^ log P { ( L \ L 2) G x B1)°} < -  inf _7(u>,i>),
n—*oo
F  =  (B* x B ^ Y  and I(u ,zb)  := H (u \ \u )  +  \\u). Therefore, the proof
of the lemma is complete pending the proof of the following Lemma. ■
Lemma 2.4.15. i n f ^ - 7 ( d ) ,  v) > 0.
P ro o f.
Suppose for contradiction tha t there exists a sequence (un,zu) G F  with 
I{un,zun) I 0. Then, because 7 is a good rate function and its level sets are 
compact, and by lower semicontinuity of the mapping (d), w)  •—> 7(a), w)  in 
both w  and a), we can construct a limit point (u,zu) G F  with 7(d), db) =  0. By 
Lemma 2.4.13 this implies 17(a) || a;) =  0 and f i c f a  II £)) =  0? hence a) =  a;, and 
zu =  C u  0  u  =  zu contradicting (a), w) G F. m
2.4.9 Derivation of the Corollaries
P ro o f  o f C o ro lla ry  2 .4 .5 (i). The proof follow from Theorem 2.4.4 by applying 
the contraction principle to the continuous linear map G : A i (X )  xA 4*(X  x * ) -  
A i* (X  x X )  given by
G(u, zu) =  zu.
Theorem 2.4.4 implies large deviation principle for G{L l , L 2) =  L 2 with good 
rate function
I 2{w) — inf{7(o;, zu) : G(u, zu) = zu}.
P ro o f  o f C o ro lla ry  2 .4 .5 (ii). We begin the proof by defining the continuous 
linear map W : M .{X)  x M .(X  x X )  —> [0, oo) by
W {u ,m )  -  \\\m\\,
where ||e7|| is the total mass of the measure zu. We infer from Theorem 2.4.5 
and the contraction principle that W (L l ,L 2) =  \E\/n, satisfies a large deviation
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principle in [0, oo) with the good rate function
C(x) =  inf { l (u ,  w ) : W (u , zd) =  x }.
To obtain the form of the rate in the corollary , the preceding infimum is refor­
mulated as unconstraint optimization problem.
^inf ^H {u\\ y) + x H {m \ \C u  ® u )  + x \o g 2 x  + \ \ \C u  ® u\\ — x ^ .  (2.4.11)
u) £ -A'4 (X)
By Jensen’s inequality H (w  || C u  g  u) > — log ||Cu g  o;||, with equality if
_ Cujigiu)
^  ~  ||Cw®w|| •
Hence, by symmetry of C  we have
min \ H (u  || y) +  xH {w  || C u  g  u) +  x log 2x +  \  ||Cu g> u;|| —
weM{XxX) L
=  H (u  || ji) — x  log \\Cu g  cj|| +  x  log 2x +  11|Cu g  u;|| —
The form given in Corollary 2.4.5 follows by defining




2.5 LDP for the Empirical Neighbourhood 
Measure Conditioned to have a given Em­
pirical Colour Measure and Empirical Pair 
Measure
2.5.1 Second Auxiliary Principle
We state our second intermediate result, the LDP for the empirical neighbourhood 
measure conditioned to have a given empirical colour measure and empirical pair 
measure. We recall that
{v: (w, v)  sub-consistent and V\ = a;}.
T h eo rem  2.5.1. Suppose the sequence (cun,zun) G M.n(X) x  A4n(X  x X ) con­
verges to a limit (cj, zu) G A4(X)  x A4*(X x X). Let X  be a coloured random 
graph with n vertices conditioned on the event {<3>(M) =  (u;n,run)}. Then, as 
n —> oo, the empirical neighbourhood measure M  of X  satisfies a large deviation 
principle in the space M .{X  x  f i f (X))  with good rate function
Example, in the Erdos-Renyi graph model on n, where cn edges are inserted 
at random among n  vertices M  = D  and $(D)  = nc. Therefore, the degree 
distribution obeys the following LDP in the space of probability measures on 
Nx {0}. To state this principle, we denote by Q{n, nc) the space of all these graphs.
C oro lla ry  2.5.2. Suppose X  is a random graph chosen uniformly from Q{n,nc). 
Then, as n —> oo, D obeys an LDP  i w M ( N  x {0}) with good rate function
£(d) = {  H (d Wqc^  -  c’
l^oo otherwise,
where q\ is a poisson distribution with mean A.
We note that on the set of probability measures with mean less or equal c the 
rate functions in Lemma 2.3.2 and Lemma 2.5.2 concise.
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2.5.2 The N ew  M odel for the M ethod of Types
Throughout the proof we may assume tha t u(a) > 0 for all a E X .  It is easy 
to see tha t the law of the coloured random graph conditioned to have empirical 
colour measure u n and empirical pair measure uin,
W(un,wn) = P{ • I $ (M ) -  (wn,tun)}, 
can be described in the following manner:
•  Assign colours to the vertices by sampling without replacement from the 
collection of n colours, which contains any colour a E X  exactly ncun(a) 
times;
•  for every unordered pair {a, 6} of colours create exactly n(a, b) edges by 
sampling without replacement from the pool of possible edges connecting 
vertices of colour a and 6, where
, f  nzun(a, b) if a ^  bn(a,b) := { n n) ’ A u
I 2 w n(a, b) if a =  b .
For our proof it is convenient to introduce a numbering system, which specifies, for 
each {a, 6}, the order in which edges are drawn in the second step. More precisely, 
the edge-number k is attached to both vertices connecting the kth edge. Note that 
the total number of edge-numbers attached to every vertex corresponds to the 
degree of the vertex in the graph. All permitted numberings are equally probable, 
with the total number of possible numberings (given the coloured graph) being
Y l  n(a,b)\ .
{a,b}
N o ta tio n : Denote by V(a)  the set of vertices with colour o, and let Y^a'b^  be 
the j th edge drawn in the process of connecting vertices of colours {a, b}. Let 
A n(ujn, zun) be the set of all possible configurations
X  = ( (V(a)  : a e X ) ;  ( Y ^  : k = 1 , . . . ,  n(a, b); {a, b} C X )  )  .
Denote by Bn(ujn,zun) the set of all coloured graphs x  with L l (x) =  ujn and
L 2{x) -  w n.
By 'L: «4n(o;n, zjn) —» Bn(un, o7n), we denote canonical mapping which associates 
the coloured graph to any configuration, i.e. ‘forgets’ the numbering of the edges.
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We write JC^n\ u n,w n) { M( x)  for some x  G Bn(ujn, zun)} for the set of all 
empirical neighbourhood measures M( x)  arising from coloured graphs x  with n 
vertices with
§( M( x) )  =  (un,Wn).
The next inequality is a refinement of Stirling’s formula, see [Fel67, Page 52]. 
Lemma 2.5.3. For any n G N, nn e~n <  n! <  (27m) 3 nn e_n+1/(12n) .
We write (  ”  )  := where , r} = n.
x ' 1 > • • • ? ' m 7
2.5.3 A Bound on the Num ber of Empirical Neighbour­
hood M easures
In this section we provide an upper bound on the number of measures in 
K,(n\ u n, w n). We write m  for the number of elements in X .  We recall that 
any cun G M.n(X)  is of the form
1 n
u n{a) = ~  dai(a), for a*, a e  X .71 ‘ -J Jn j =i
Lemma 2.5.4. There exists fi = fi(m) > 0 such that, i f  u>n G A i n(X) and 
vjn G A4n(X  x  X ),  then
2m—11
$K,{n)(un,w n) < exp f i x  (logn) (n\\u7n \\) 2m (2.5.2)
Let dm = (N  U { 0 } ) m be the collection of (non-negative) integer vectors of 
length m. For any t  G dm we denote by ||£|| its magnitude, i.e. the sum of 
its entries.
The proof is based on counting integer partitions of vectors. We introduce an
ordering £= on dm such that, for any vectors
e ,  = ( 4 I), . . . ,  4 m)) and e 2 =  (4 1*,. . . .  4 m>), 
we write t \  £= i 2 if either
(i) IKill > M ,  or
(ii) H i^|| =  ll^ll and there is j  G {1, . . .  ,m} with \  for all k < j , and
\ or
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(iii) £x =  £2.
A collection (£i, . . . ,  £jf) of elements in 3m is an integer partition of the vector
e e  3m, if
£\ £= . . .  £= £k 7^  0 and £\ +  . . .  +  £  ^ =  £.
Any integer partition of a vector £ G J m induces an integer partition \\£i ||, . . . ,  ||41| 
of its magnitude ||^||, which we call its sum-partition. We denote by Vm(£) the 
set of integer partitions of £.
L em m a 2.5.5. There exists d =  d{m) > 0 such that, for any £ G 3m of magni­
tude n,
r 2m— 1 n
— GXp ^ ( l o gn ) n  2m
P ro o f. Let £ € be a vector of magnitude n and
{£i , . . . ,£k)  be an integer partition of £. We rewrite the partition as 
(mi,!, . . .  . . .  ,m2,ife2; . . .  ;nv, i , . . .  such that all vectors in
the same block (indicated by the first subscript) have the same magnitude, 
which we denote y i , . . . ,  yr, and such tha t y\ > • • • > yr > 0. Note tha t for the
block sizes we have k\ +  • • • +  kr =  k and that k\y\ + • • • +  kryr =  n.
For a moment, look at a fixed block m^ i , . . . ,  It is easy to see tha t the
number of integer vectors of length m  and magnitude yj is given by
b(y j , m) :=  ^  <  c(m) t/J1" 1 .
Writing rri^o for the largest and nv^.+i for the smallest of these vectors in the 
ordering £=, we note that
p: {0, . . . , kj +  l } ^ { m e 3 m: ||m|| = y j } ,  p(i) = m
is a non-increasing path of length kj +  2 into an ordered set of size b(yj, m), which 
connects the smallest to the largest element. The number of such paths is easily 
seen to be
b(Vj, m) +  kj
kj
Therefore, the number of integer partitions of £ with given sum-partition (yi, A1. 
, yu . . . , y r, h . , y r) is
t t  f  b(yj ,m) + k j \  t t  f  ( c(m)ym~1 +  k \  1
j  = 1 '  3 /  £a,-=n j - 1 2/fc=a-
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To maximize the binomial coefficient over the set yk  =  a^, we distinguish between 
the cases when (i) aj < c{m)ym, (ii) aj > c(m)ym and observe that
c(m)ym 1 +  ^  \
\  v ) < <
( , \ v i ) if aj > c(m)ym. ^ \  c(m)ym_1 y  J v /
Using the upper bound (*) <  (7 ) r , for r , i e N  with r < i and the inequality 
(c{m) )1//m — V — aj — 71 we f°r some constants Co - Co(m), Ci =  Ci(m ),
( 2 c(m)ym~1\  ( 2c(m)ym~1e \ a^ y , . . . x
(  a.j/y )  -  (  » ,/„  )  <  (W y )  log n)
m —1
< exp ((log n) Ci a •m ).
The same upper bound for binomial coefficients and 1 <  y <  ( ^ ) 1/m < a, < n  
yield for some constant C2 =  C2(m),
(  ^  \  <  » ) ,l’ , , ' ' , < a p ( ( 1oS n )C !« y ) .
\c {m )y m~l )  \c (m )y rn~1 J  V J /
From this, we have for some C =  C(m) > 0, the upper bound
II (^ ’^  + M < „ m a x o n e x p ( ( l o g n ) C - a ^ ) ,
3 =  1 3 J =  1
which is estimated further (using Holder’s inequality) by
r _ i r  m — 1
exp ((logn) C ^  )  <  exp ((logn) Cr™ (  ^  a^) m )  .
j=i j=i
We observe tha t all yj are different, positive and tha t their sum is not greater 
than n, so we have tha t r 2/ 2 < l +  . . .  +  r < ? / i  +  . . . + 2/r <  n. Recalling tha t 
ai +  • • • +  ar — n, our upper bound becomes
exp ((log n) C (2n) 2^  n~^~  ^ =  exp ( |  (log n) n ~^~^ ,
for some d — d{m) > 0. Note tha t from our argument so far one can easily 
recover the (well-known) fact that the number of integer partitions of n is 
bounded by first obtained by G. H. Hardy and Ramanujan in 1918.
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Combining this with the upper bound for the number of integer partitions with 
a given sum-partition, we obtain the claim.
P ro o f  o f L em m a 2.5.4. Suppose u n 6 M n(X)  and zun € M n( X  x X) .  For 
a £ X,  we look at the mappings
: JC(n)(wn, w n) 3 -  £(x(w),l^)) ^  (Lf , . . . ,  L ^ a)) ,
«ev
where (L“, . . . ,  is the ordering of the vectors L(v),  for all v £ V  with
X  (v) =  a, and thus constitutes and integer partition of the vector
(n w n(a, b) : 6 G -f),
which has magnitude n ^ 2 bm n(a,b). The combined mapping <3> =  (4>a : a € X )  is 
injective, and therefore, by Lemma 2.5.5,
r____ _ _ 2m-1 -i




where we have used mn{a,b) < \\w || and zun(a:b) < ||tJ7n || in the last step.
2.5.4 Upper Bound in the Second Auxiliary Principle
We are now ready to prove an upper bound for the large deviation probability 
in Theorem 2.5.1, starting with a lemma based on the method of types.
L em m a 2.5.6. For any sequence (vn) with vn £ K^n\o jn^wn) we have
P{M  =  vn | $ (M ) =  (un, w n)} < exp ( -  nH (vn || Qn) +  e ^ \ iy n)) ,
where
« . r . T l  6)/o;„(a)]W _ , , ,  v ,
Q nifl, F) — ^n(n) /?/lm j  ^ € «AA (‘T);
66-V £(6)!
and
l im£ sup e[n)(i/n) =  0 . 
nT°° !/„e/C(n)(wn,%)
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P ro o f. The proof of this lemma is based on the method of types, see [DZ98, 
Chapter 2]. For any vn G K^n\ u n^von) we have
P { M  = vn $  M  =  K , r o „ ) }  =  - i  } -  --------- - 1 ---------->- .
t t{x€ A ( w n,ron))}
(2.5.3)
Now, by elementary counting, the denominator on the right side of (2.5.3) is
( n \  TT T ?  fr i2ujn(a)ujn(b) -  n u n(a ) l{a=b} \
U ) , « ^ j n n ( — ----------------- ( f c - D ) .  (2.5.4)
For a given empirical neighbourhood measure vn G KS-n\u jn, w n) the numerator 
is probably too tricky to find explicitly.
However, an easy upper bound is
77, \  -|—|- f  TlXDn(cL, 6)TT (  n m {a,b) \  2_nCTn(A)
H  \ t a \ b ) ,  j  =  1 , . . . , riLun(a )Jnvn(a, £), a G X  , £  G AZ’(T')
(a ,b )
(2.5.5)
where £ a \b ), j  — 1, . . .  ,n u n(a) are any enumeration of the family containing 
each £{b) with multiplicity nvn{a,£). This upper bound is obtained by attaching 
edge-numbers without discounting for the possibility of multiple edges or loops. 
In the case a =  b initially edges are considered to be oriented and then the 
orientation is forgotten, leading to the extra term
2~f ™n{A)'
Combining (2.5.3), (2.5.4), and (2.5.5) we get
P { M  - vn | <F(M) =  (un, w n)}
^  t t  f  nu n{a) \  I r /  nzun(a,b)
~  L x  \ n Vn{a,£), £  G M ( X ) J  ^ ^ ( 6 ) ,  j  =  1 , . .  . , n u n(a)J ^  ^
n(a,b)
X 2 - f % ( A )  ^ n2u;n(a)u;n(b)-nu>n(a)l{a=b} ^  - ^ - 1
1 +  l{a=b} 
{a,6} k— 1
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It remains to analyze the asymptotics of the upper bound. Using Stirling’s for­
mula, we obtain
n f  n u n(a)ot/t, \ n v n{ a j ) ,  £ e J \ f ( X )
< exp ( n  u n(a) logu n{a) - n J 2 v n(a,£) log vn(a, i) +  £ ^  )
a (a,£) a
x exp ( y  log(27rn)).
We observe that
nu;n (a)
I I  (.ty\b)) \ =  exp ( n j^ lo g  (.i(b)\) z/n(a, ^)), 
j=i t
and hence we have that
nwn(a, b)
a^ }(&), j < nujn(a)
< exp  ^— n log (^(6)!) ^n(a, +  nzun(a, 6) log (nw n(a, 6)) — nzun(a, b
i
X eXP ( 12ncl(a76) +  5 l°g(2™ )) •
Next, we obtain,
n(a,b)
J - J -  ^ n 2 c jn ( a V Tt( b ) - n c j n ( a ) l { a = b }  ^ — (fc — l ) )  
fc=l ^  ^
>  exp (n(a, 6) log p ^ y ) x exp (n(a, 6) log ( l  -  -  ni * $ , n{b)) )  ■
Putting everything together, recalling that H(cu) is the entropy of a discrete 
measure u, we get
P{M  =  vn | $ (M ) =  (u;n, ojn)}
< exp  ^— nH{ujn) + nH{yn ) -  n ^  y^(log£(6)!) £) -  n
( a ,  b) t  ( a,b)
+ n ^ G 7 n(a,fr)logti7n(a,&) -  | ^ t u n(a,6) log ((1 +  t {a=b}) u;n(a)u,
( a,b) ( a , 6 )
x exp (  -  w n(A) log 2 +
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for a sequence which does not depend on vn and satisfies limn| 00 ^ =  0.
To give the right hand side the form as stated in the theorem, we observe that
H (u n) -  H(vn) + ^ 2 ^2 ( lo g £ (b ) \ )  vn( a j )  -  ^ z u n(a,5) lo g ^ n(a,6)
(a,b) I (a,b)
+  ]>^G7n(a,&) + ^ 2 m n(a,b) logu n{a)
(a,b) (a,b)
=  J > „ M ) [ l o g ^  -  £  (log  ( ^ r >  -  -  (log£(6)!))
(a,£) b
=  2 2  "«K  t )  [ log "nM ) -  log M a )  n
M  b
=  H{yn II Qn),
which completes the proof of Lemma 2.5.6. ■
We can now complete the proof of the upper bound in Theorem 2.5.1 by combin­
ing Lemma 2.5.4 and Lemma 2.5.6. Suppose tha t T C M .{X  x J\f(X))  is a closed 
set. Then,
p { M e r | $ ( M )  =  (wn, ro„ ) } =  2 2  ¥ { M  = V n l ^ M )  =
t'n e rn/c (n) ( u in  ,zun)
< J|/C(n)(o;n, w n) exp (  -  n  inf H(i/n || Qn) +  sup •
\  i/„€rn/c(")(w„,tJ7„) v r , . e fC ( n '> (u r, ' Z j r, )  '
We have already seen tha t -  sup„ £i (vn) and ~ l°g tlK^n\ u n, w n) converge to 
zero. It remains to check that
lim sup \H{vn || Qn) -  H (vn || Q)\ = 0. (2.5.7)
n^°° i/nefCM(u;n,zun)
To do this, we observe that
H{vn \\Qn) -  H( vn \\Q) = 2 2  y» M ) los | ^
(a,e)tXxM’(X)
= - H ( u n \\u) -  H ( w n \\w) -  S  w (a ’6) loS ^  +  ll^nll-
d^ b^ X a^ b^ X
(2.5.8)
Note tha t this expression does not depend on vn. As the first, second and fourth 
term of (2.5.8) converge to 0, and the third and fifth term converge to | |^ ||,  
the expression (2.5.8) vanishes in the limit, and this completes the proof of the
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upper bound in Theorem 2.5.1.
2.5.5 An Upper Bound on the Support of Empirical 
Neighbourhood M easures
The support, denoted S(u)  C X  x  M [ X \  of an empirical neighbourhood mea­
sure v of a graph with n  vertices is naturally bounded by n. For the proof of 
the lower bound in Theorem 2.5.1 we need a better upper bound. Again we 
abbreviate m  := \X\ and let
777.
2„  r (m  + 2)m+i 2m (m +  1 )-
r(m) r  (m)
where T(-) is the Gamma function.
Lem m a 2.5.7. For every (cvn,zun) E M.n{X) x  M.n(X  x  X ) and vn E A4n(X  x 
Af(X)) with ^(vn)  =  (un,m n), we have
m
$S{vn) < C  n||cc7n|| 771+1 +  D. (2.5.9)
The following lemma provides a step in the proof of Lemma 2.5.7.
Lem m a 2.5.8. Suppose j  E N  U {0} and n E N .  Then,
r f e i " ' 1 <  # { ( / i ,  • .  ■. In)  6  ( N u  { 0 } ) ” : I,  +  . . .  +  /„ =  j ]  <  ^  ( j  +  n)"’ 1.
(2.5.10)
P ro o f. The proof is by induction on n. Equation (2.5.10) holds trivially for 
all j  E N  U {0} and n =  1,2, so we assume it holds for all j  and n > 2.
By the induction hypothesis, for any j ,
j  j
p f r  -  ' ) " _1 <  E  • • • > ' n - l )  e  ( N  U  { 0 } ) " - 1 +  I n - 1 = j - l )
^  1=0 1=0
=  #{(«!, .■•,  O  G (N U {0})” : h + . . .  + ln = i ]
v J 1=0
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For the first and last term, we obtain the lower and upper bounds
r (n )
Y j j  -  I ) " - 1 >  y n- 1 d y  =  -  f :
1^0 Jo n  r(n  + l)
and
3 r j + n
+  vn- 'd y
1=0 J n
■j+n+lr j + n + l  i  Y ( n )
< /  yn~ldy =  -  (j +  n + l ) n =  , (j +  n +  !)n>Jo n F(n + 1)
which yields inequality (2.5.10) for n +  1 instead of n, and completes the 
induction. ■
P roof o f Lem m a 2.5.7. Suppose {un, w n) G M.n(X)  x M.n{X x  X).  Let 
M i )  ~ l { { a , e ) e X x M ( X )  : £ > ( 6 ) = j }
bex
= m x  . . . ,  /m) G (N U { 0 } )  : Zi +  . . .  +  lm =  .
For any positive integer k we write
e
0k = min {# G N : ^  am{j) > ^}- 
j=o




am(j) < m ^  (i +  m)"*'1 < ym~'dy =  (0* +  m )m.
-• n  „■__n J  j=0 j=0
1
Thus, we have 6k >  (kT (m ))m —m = :  a k. This yields 
8k r«fei i
> rxfej D j ”  ^  f f e  /  ^  -  JMW) (afc -  1)” +1 ’ (2-511)
J=0 j=0 */ °
where [?/] is the smallest integer greater or equal to y.
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Observe tha t the size of the support of the measure vn G K7n)(u;n, w n) satisfies
Ok
t < max j/c: E  j a m U ) < Hl^nll},
3 = 0
and hence, using (2.5.11) and the inequality (a + b)m <  2m(am + bm) for a, b > 0, 
t\S{vn) <  maxjfc: _  !)m+1 <n||tun||}
/  i  i \ m m
< r (m )_1 ( (n\\wn \\):^ +i r ( m  +  2)"»+I +  m  +  l j  <  C  (n||tz7n ||)m+1 +  D , 
where the constants C, D  were define before the formulation of the lemma. ■
2.5.6 Approxim ation by Empirical Neighbourhood M ea­
sures
Throughout this section we assume tha t u n G M .n(X)  with cun —»• u, zun G 
A4n(X  x A) with zun —> E7, and tha t v G 07l[a;,tu]. Our aim is to show that 
v can be approximated in the weak topology by the empirical neighbourhood 
measure of a graph with n vertices, empirical colour measure u n, empirical pair 
measure vn: and the additional feature tha t the degree of any vertex is bounded 
by n 1/3. The approximation will be done in four steps.
We denote by d the metric of total variation, i.e.
d{y,v) = \  ^ 2  \v{a,d) ~  £)\, for e  M ( X  x J\f(X)).
(a/)eXxAf(X)
This metric generates the weak topology.
Lem m a 2.5.9 (Approximation Step 1). For every e > 0, there exist 0 G M .{X  x 
Af(X ))  and w  G M.*{X x X ) such that \m(a, b) — zb(a,b)\ < e for all a,b G X ,  
d(v, 0) < e and (w, v) is consistent.
P roof
By our assumption (w, v) is sub-consistent. For any b G X  define e ^  G M {X )  
by e ^ (a )  =  0 if a ^  b, and e^b\b )  = 1. For large n define measures vn 6 
M ( X  x A f(X ))  by
v„{a, I) = v(a, t ) { \ -  j  +  ^  = ne®  } .
bex
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Note that vn —> v and that, for all a, 6 G A,
^ 2  t>n(a, £)i(b) = ( l  -  ^  v(a,£)£(b) +  w(a,b)
iM{x) teM(x)
-  {v(',£),£(’))(a, b)
Hence, defining zbn by 'UJn{a, b) = 'fT/ Vnifli ty£(b), we have a sequence of consistent 
pairs (wn, 0n) converging to (w, u), as required.
Lem m a 2.5.10 (Approximation Step 2). For every £ > 0, there exists n(e) such 
that, for all n > n{e) there exists vn G A4n(X  x  Af(X ))  with 3>(z/n) =  (con, w n) 
such that d{vn, v) < e .
The key to the construction of the measure vn is the following ‘law of large 
numbers’.
Lem m a 2.5.11. For every 6 > 0, there exists 0 G A 4(X  x A f(X ))  with d{v, 0) < S 
such that, for i.i.d. Af(X)-valued random variables £“, j  = 1 , . . . ,  nu n(a) with law 
z>( • | a) := 0({a} x ■)/0i(a), almost surely,
P ro o f. As v G DJl[cu, zu\ we can use Lemma 2.5.9 to choose {vj, 0) consistent 
such tha t d{ v ,v) < 5  and, for all a,b G X ,
The random variables £j(b), j  =  1 , . . .  ,ncun(a) are i.i.d. with expectation
nu)n(a)
limsup ^ 2  £j(b) — fr)) <  d,
71— * OO „ '
(2.5.12)
W ) ^ l + Wi+i 311(1 ^ ( a >6X 1 +  P P r )  <  ro(a, 6) ( i  +  -
Hence, by the strong law of large numbers, almost surely,
»i.w nV'-V
limsup f — J 2  £j(b) -& n (a ,b ) )  < j$ jw ( a ,b )  -  w(a,b) < 6,
71— * 0 0  . '
nu (a)
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where we also used that un(a) —> a;(a) =  V\(a) and w n(a, b) —> w(a, b). ■
P roof o f Lem m a 2.5.10. We use a random construction. Given v G
and e > 0, choose 0 as in Lemma 2.5.11 with 8 =  e /(3 m), where m  
is the cardinality of X .  For every a G A, we draw tuples £“, j  =  1 , . . .  ,ncun(a) 
independently according to z>( • | a) and define en(a, b) by
We modify the tuples (£* : j  =  1 , . . . ,  nwn(a)) as follows:
•  If en(o, b) < 0, we add an amount to the last element ^ ^ ( b )  such that 
the modified tuple satisfies en(a,b) — 0;
•  if en(a, b) > 0, by Lemma 2.5.11, the ‘overshoot’ nen(a, b) cannot exceed 
n8. We successively deduct one from the nonzero elements in £j{b), j  — 
1, . . . ,  ncun(a) until the modified tuples satisfy en(a, b) =  0;
• if en(a, b) =  0 we do not modify £j(b).
We denote by (£“ : j  = 1 , ,  ncjn(a)) the tuples after all modifications.
For each a G X  define probability measures A n( • | a) and An( • | a) by
We define probability measures vn G M.n{X  x  J\f(X)) and vn G A i n(X  x  M{X) )  
by vn{a,£) = o;n(a)An(^|fl), respectively vn{a,Z) =  u n(a)An(£\a), for (a,£) G 
X  x  J\f(X). Recall from our modification procedure that, in the worst case, we 
have changed nm5  of the tuples. Thus,
As a result of our modifications we have §{yn) = We observe that, for
all (a,£) G X  x  M [ X \  the random variables
for £ G N ( X )
respectively,
nu)n(a)
d{yn, Vn) < m8 < |  e .
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are independent Bernoulli random variables with success probability 0(£ \ a) and 
hence, almost surely,
lim A n(£ | a) =  0(£ \ a ) .
n—>00
Therefore, for all (a, £) G X  x Af(X),  we obtain lim ^oo vn(a, £) = 0(a,£), 
almost surely. Thus, almost surely, for all large n, we have d{vn,v) < 
d{yn, f'n) +  d(vn, 0) +  d(0, v) < e, as claimed. ■
Lem m a 2.5.12 (Approximation Step 3). Let vn G A4n(X xAf (X) )  with <h(z/n) =  
(cun,zun). For every £ > 0 there exists n(e) such that, for all n > n(e), we can 
find vn G A4n(X  x Af (X))  with $(&„) =  (wn,w n) and d{yn, vn) < e, such that
^ ^ £ ( 6) <  n 1/3 for vn-almost every (a,£). (2.5.13)
b e x
P ro o f. As vn G A4n(X  x Af(X)) ,  there is a representation 
1 n
=  ~  ^2d (ak,ek), for ak G A, 4  G Af(X).
n  k =  1
Fix > 0 and a £ X.  Look at the sets
•  1/ + =  {1 <  k < n: ak =  a, ^2b£k{b) > n 1//3} with
r < ( n E l ® .(« ,6))2/3,
•  =  {1 <  k < n: ak — a, J2b£k{b) <  n 1^ }  with
$V~ > n - ( n J 2 bw n(a, &))3/4.
For each k G V + we replace by a smaller vector £k such that ^2b£k{b) — n 1//3. 
As
^ 2  ^2^k(b ) < n ^ 2 w n(a,b) 
k e v i b  b e x
we replace (for large n) no more than 6n of the vectors £k, k G V~, by larger 
vectors £k such tha t
n n
2^ w  - nl/3 and 5Z S  ak = ^ k =  = ^ w  ’
b  k = 1 6G-V
where we use the convention £k =  £k if this vector was not changed in the proce­
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dure. Performing such an operation for every a G X  we may define
1 n 
Vn =  r
fc=l
and observe tha t (2.5.13) holds and <&(vn) — (un,w n). Moreover, 
d{vn,v n) < HX ^ ( ( n ^ t u n(a ,6))2/3 +  6n),
b
which is less than e > 0 for a suitable choice of 6 > 0, and all sufficiently large n.
L em m a 2.5.13 (Approximation Step 4). Let vn G A4n(X  x f i f (X))  with 
$ K )  =  (un,w n). For every e > 0 there exists n(e) such that, for all n > n(e), 
we can find vn G 1C^n\u jn,w n) with d{vn,v n) < e such that (2.5.13) holds.
P ro o f. By Lemma 2.5.12 we may assume that vn can be represented as 
1 n
vn =  -  for ak ^ X , t k G N { X )  with (6) <  n 1/3 .
A:=l beX
For the proof it suffices to construct, for every e > 0 and all large n, a (coloured) 
random graph X  with n vertices such that
lim supP {d(vn, M ( X ) )  > e} =  0, (2.5.14)
71— ► OO
We now describe the random procedure that generates X .  First, equip each 
vertex with an element of X  x Af (X)  by drawing without replacement from the 
collection . . .  ,(an,£n)}. We denote by V(a)  the collection of vertices
which have colour a G X,  and observe that jjV(a) — nujn(a).
Now fix a, b G X .  We construct two collections of vertices: If a vertex is equipped 
with (afc,4 ) an(3 ak = then it is represented 4 (&) times in the first collection, 
W{a). If ak —  6, then it is represented 4(&) times in the second collection W(b). 
Hence there are exactly nw(a ,b)/2  vertices of colour a in collection W(a),  and 
exactly nw (a , b)/2 vertices of colour b in collection W(b).
We now match vertices from the two collections randomly: At each step 
k — 1 , . . . ,  n w n(a, 6)/2, we randomly pick two vertices V f  G W(a)  and
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V£ G W(b). We connect V* and V* by an edge unless V* — V* or the two 
vertices are already connected. If one of these two things happen, then we simply 
choose an edge randomly from the set of all possible edges connecting colours a 
and 5, which are not yet present in the graph and whose introduction does not 
violate (2.5.13).
This completes the construction of a graph with L l (X)  =  u n, L 2{ X ) =  w n and
d{vn , M ( X ) )  < I  Y ,  B” M ) >  (2.5.1.5)
a,b£X
where B n(a,b) is the total number of steps k 6 { 1 , . . . ,  nm n(a, b)/2} at which 
there is disparity between the vertices V^, VJ? drawn and the vertices which 
formed the kth edge connecting a and b in the random graph construction.
Given a, b E Using condition (2.5.13), the probability tha t V f  =  V£ or the 
two vertices are already connected is less or equal
P[k](o.,b) := l{a=&} +  ( l -  nron(a,6) {^a=&}) (nwn(a,b))2 •
B n(a,b) is a sum of independent Bernoulli random variables X i,  ..., X nWn^ by 2 
with ‘success’ probabilities less or equal P[i]{a, 6) , . . .  ,P[nzvn(a,b)/2](ai b). So its ex­
pectation satisfies
nwn(a,b)/2
E B n(a,b)< J 2  kpm (a,b) =  n ^ 3ll{a=6} + n 2' 3(l  -  ~
fc=l
Hence, we have tha t Var(Bn(a, b)) < E B n(a, b) — o{n). By Bernstein’s inequality, 
see for example [BBL04, Theorem 3], we obtain, for any e > 0,
>  E B n(a, 6) +2ne}  <  exp { -  2(Var(B"<S))+ne/3)} -
Using the bounds on E B n(a,b) and Var(Bn(a, &)), we obtain, for sufficiently 
large n,
P {B n(a, b) > o(n) + 2ne} <  exp { -  2o(nf +e*„e/3} .
Now suppose a small e > 0 and large A  > 0 are given. Let 5 = e/{2m 2). Suppose 
tha t B n(a, b) < nS, for all a, 6 G X .  Then, by (2.5.15), d(M(X) ,  vn) <  25m2 =  e.
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Hence,
P{d(M (X ), vn) > e} < ] T  ^ { B n(a, b) > nS}
a,b€X
< m 2 sup P{jBn(a,b) > o(n) +  (n8)/2} 
a,b€X
< m 2exp {
This completes the proof of the lemma. ■
2.5.7 Lower Bound in the Second Auxiliary Principle
There is a partial analogue to Lemma 2.5.6 for the lower bounds.
L em m a 2.5.14. For any sequence (vn) with vn £ JC^n\u;n, vjn), which satisfies 
(2.5.13), and e > 0, we have
P{d(M , vn) < e | $ (M ) =  (cvn,zun)} > exp ( -  nH (vn || Qn) -  ,
where Qn is as Lemma 2.5.6 and
to11 n e2*Vn) =  0 .
n\  oo
P ro o f  o f L em m a 2.5.14. We use the notation and some results from the 
proof of the upper bound, Lemma 2.5.6. Recall that
m f n T  I -Tv /  7i /f \  t  M  U x  £  A n ( 0 J n ^ n )  ■ M  0 ^ f { x )  =  Vn )P { M  = vn 4>(M) =  (a;B, Wn)} = ,  --------- \TT "  ,
fl{ x  £  A n i U n ^ n ) )  }
and that the denominator was evaluated in (2.5.4) as
) n(a,b)T T  T T  / n 2u>n (a)ujn (b)-nujn(a)%{a=b}  1 \ \
1 1  1 1  I l + l {Q=b} ^  L) ) '
(a ,6} fc=l
The numerator can be estimated from below by assigning edge-numbers to the 
vertices in a manner cautious to avoid loops and double edges. In each step the 
number of assignments, which lead to multiple edges or loops, is bounded by the 
square of the maximal vertex degree and hence by n2/3. Hence the numerator is
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bounded from below by
n \  I w (™zn(a,b) -  n2/3)'.
nvn(a,e), a G X J e  U ( X ) )  W  n ^W ($ > (6 ))!
We again use Stirling’s formula as in the proof of the upper bound. For the 
denominator we get the same main terms as in Lemma 2.5.6 with slightly different 
error terms, which however do not depend on vn.
More interestingly, we have 
jQ  (  ncun(a)
a e x
nvn(a,€), t  e  N ( X )
> exp ( n ^ u ; n(a) loga;n(a) - n ^ V n(a,.£) logvn(a,£) -  log(27rn))
a (a/)
X exp (  -  Un,l(a,l))  ’
(a.C 
(a'2) ^  1
where the exponent in the error term is of order o(n), by the bound on the size 
of the support of vn given in Lemma 2.5.7.
Further,
( r a i7 n ( a ,  b) — n2/3)!
n ^ V a ’m )!
> exp  ^-  n  ^  log (((b)\) i/„(a, £') + nw„(a, b) log (nro„(a, 6)) -  ntun(a, b))
I
x exp (  -  n2/3 log (nw n(a,b)) +  n w n(a:b) log ( l -  ,
and the result follows by combining this with facts discussed in the context of 
the upper bound. ■
To complete the proof of the lower bound in Theorem 2.5.1, take an open set 
T C A 4(X  x J\f(X)).  Then, for any v E T fl 9JI[lj, w\ we may find e > 0 with 
the ball around v of radius 2e >  0 contained in T. By our approximation, 
Lemma 2.5.13, we may find vn G T fl JC^n\ u n, zun) with d(i/„, v) |  0 and (zun, vn) 
sub-consistent, such tha t (2.5.13) holds. Hence, for all large n > n(e),
p j M  e  T | $ (M ) =  (o;n,G7n)J  > P{d(z/n,M ) < £ | $ (M ) =  (un,m n)}
> exp (  -  nH (vn || Qn) +  e ^ V n ) )  •
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We observe that
lim H{yn || Qn) -  H (v  || Q) =  lim H (vn || Qn) -  H (vn || Q)
n—>00 n —> 00
+  lim H (vn || Q) -  H{y  || Q) =  0,
n —>oo
where the last term vanishes by continuity of the entropy, and the first term was 
shown to vanish in the proof of Lemma 2.5.14. As v G rn5DT[a;, w\ was arbitrary, 
this completes the proof of Theorem 2.5.1.
2.6 The Main LDP by Method of Mixtures
We denote by Qn :=  A4n(X) x A4n(X  x  X )  and 0  := A4(X)  x M.*{X x X ).  
With
P£ L n ) M  ■= p { M  = p„ | 4>(M) = ,
P {n\ iv n, w n) := P { ( L \L 2) =  (w„,ro„)}
the joint distribution of L1, L 2 and M  is the mixture of ^  with P ^(co n, w n) 
defined as
dP n{un, w n, vn) := d P ^ Wn)(un) d P {n\ u n, w n) . (2.6.1)
Biggins, see Theorem 1.3.4, gives criteria for the validity of large deviation 
principles for the mixtures and for the goodness of the rate function if individual 
large deviation principles are known. The following two lemmas ensure validity 
of these conditions.
L em m a 2.6.1. (P n : n  G N) is exponentially tight.
P ro o f. Given k G N, we observe from Lemma 2.4.9 tha t there exists N{k)  G N 
such that, for all sufficiently large n,
P { M ({ M  >  2kN{k)})  > AT1 or ||L2|| >  2N( k ) }  <  P { |£ | >  nN(k ) }  < e~kn.
Now, for any 6 > 0, we define the set Eg by
Eo := {{w  ,v)  G M * ( X  x  X)  x M ( X  x  N ( X ) )  \\£\\ > 2 IN  (I)} < i_1VZ > 9
and ||e7|| < 2N(9)}.
As {||£|| <  2 IN (I)} C N ( X )  is finite, hence compact, the set Eg is relatively 
compact in the weak topology, by Prohorov’s criterion. Moreover, we have tha t
OO
P (n)((=«)c) ^  P{I|£2H > 2AT(0)}+y^P{M({||£|| > 2lN(l)}) > T 1} <
1=6
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Therefore, limsup ^ log F n((clEE0)c)) < —0, which completes the proof, as 9 > 0
n —>oo
was arbitrary. ■
j f7,\ _  J  H (y il Q) if v  G
(w,ro)t y | oo otherwise.
Recall tha t J(UfW) is defined by
;,ro)(zy) ^
Define the function
J :  0  x M ( X  x N ( X ) )  -> [0, oo], J((o;, tu), v) = J{u,w){v).
L em m a 2.6.2. J  is lower semicontinuous.
P ro o f. Suppose 0n ((con, w n), vn) converges to 9 := ((co,zu), v) in 0  x
M ( X  x Af (X)) .  There is nothing to show if lirninf^-*# J(9n) = oo. Otherwise, 
if (tx7n , vn) is sub-consistent for infinitely many n , then
w(a,b) = l im z jn(a,b) > liminf(z/n(-, £),£(•))(a, b) > (z/(-, £), £(-))(a, b) ,
njoo n too
hence (w,u)  is sub-consistent. Similarly, if the first marginal of vn is u>n, we see 
tha t the first marginal of v is u. We may therefore argue as in (2.5.7) to obtain
lim inf J(9n) =  lim inf H{un ||Qn) > lim H (vn || Qn) -  H (vn || Q)
On—*0 On—*0 On—>0
+ lim inf H (vn ||Q) =  H (v  ||Q),Vn—>V
where the last step is because of continuity of the entropy. This proves the 
lemma. ■
By Theorem 1.3.4 (see [Bi04]), the two previous lemmas and the large deviation 
principles we have established in Theorem 2.4.4 and 2.5.1 ensure that under (P n) 
the random variables (ujn, von, vn) satisfy a large deviation principle on A i ( X )  x 
A4*(X x  X )  x A 4(X  x Af (X))  with good rate function
J ( u  w  v) = {  II +  2 II +  H(X  11 )^ > if v G w ]>
[ oo, otherwise.
By projection onto the last two components we obtain the large deviation prin­
ciple as stated in Theorem 2.3.1 from the contraction principle, see e.g. [DZ98, 
Theorem 4.2.1].
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2.7 Proof of the LDP for the Degree Distribu­
tion of Erdos-Renyi graph
In the case of an uncoloured Erdos-Renyi graph, the function C  degenerates to a 
constant c, L 2 =  \E \/n  G [0, oo) and M  =  D  G A4(N U {0}). Theorem 2.3.1 and 
the contraction principle imply a large deviation principle for D with good rate 
function
5(d) — inf { J ( x , d ): x  >  0}
=  inf {H(d  || qx) + \ x \o g x  — \x \o g c  + \  c — \ x \  (d) < x  },
where qx is the Poisson distribution with parameter x. We denote by 5x(d) the 
expression inside the infimum and consider the cases (i) (d) > c and (ii) (d) < c 
separately.
C ase  (i): For any e > 0, we have
<5«+*(<*) _  s<<*>(d) =  I  +  log ^  + I log f
>§ + ^ r(W + llosf
> o ,
so tha t the minimum is attained at x  =  (d).
C ase (ii): Under our condition the equation x  =  has a unique
solution, which satisfies x  > (d). Elementary calculus shows that the global 
minimum of y 1—^ 5y(d) on (0, oo) is attained at the value y = x, where x  is the 
solution of our equation.
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Chapter 3
The A sym ptotic Equipartition  
Properties for Sim ple 
Hierarchical and Networked  
Structures
( This material has also appeared in the preprint [DA 06b].)
3.1 Introduction
The underlying question is, how many bits are needed to store or transm it the 
information contained in a structured data consisting of n  units connected by 
number of links?
Clearly, if no probabilistic structure is imposed, one needs of order n  bits to 
transm it the units and of order n 2 bits to transm it the links of the network 
data structure. This is because 1 bit is needed to transm it each of the n unit 
and 1 bit is needed to transm it each of the n(n  — l) /2  links in the structured 
data. By imposing a probabilistic structure which makes it very likely tha t the 
number of links is significantly smaller than maximum number n(n — l) /2 , one 
can transm it the structure at much cheaper cost with arbitrarily high probability.
This is explained by the Shannon-McMillan-Breiman theorems for networked 
structures modelled as sparse coloured random graphs, and simple hierarchical 
structures modelled as multitype Galton-Watson trees. See, for example [CT91] 
for the classical Shannon-McMillan-Breiman theorem.
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The rest of the chapter is divided into four main sections. Section 3.2 contains 
the AEP for hierarchically structured data. We state the main theorem, 
Theorem 3.2.1, in Subsection 3.2.1. The penultimate subsection of the section 
contains an application of the AEP to the data from mutation study. We end 
the discussion of the AEP for hierarchical structures by deriving the proof of 
Theorem 3.2.1. See Section 3.3.
We present in Section 3.4 the version of the AEP for simple networked 
structures. To be more specific, we state and interpret the main Theorems, 
Theorems 3.4.1, 3.4.2 in the first subsection, Subsection 3.4.1. In the next 
subsection, Subsection 3.4.2 we compute the asymptotic number of bits 
needed to code data from the metabolic network of the bacterium E.coli. The 
proof of the AEPs (for the network structured data) are carried out in Section 3.5.
Specifically, we derive WLLNs, see Lemmas 3.3.3 and 3.5.14, for the empirical 
offspring measure M x  of multitype Galton-Watson trees, and the empirical 
colour measure L 1 and the empirical pair measure L 2 of coloured random graphs 
from our LDP results. From Lemma 3.3.3 and the Perron-Frobenius Theorem, 
see, for example [DZ98, Theorem 3.1.1], we obtain Theorem 3.2.1, and from 
Lemma 3.5.14 we prove the other AEPs.
D efin ition  3.1.1. We define the distribution Pn : Gn(X)  —> [0,1] of a coloured 
random graph X  on n vertices by
Pn( x ) = F { X  = x } .
We write Pn{AT =  x}  =  P{ X  =  x  \ \T\ — n }  and define the distribution of 
multitype Galton-Watson tree x.
D efin ition  3.1.2. The distribution of multitype Galton-Watson tree X  with n 
vertices Pn : T  —»• [0,1] is defined by
Pn(x) =  Pn{ X  = x } .
3.2 AEP for Hierarchical Structures
3.2.1 Main Theorem
We denote by A 4(X  x X*) the space of probability measures v on X  x X* with 
f  n v (d a , dc) < oo, using the convention c — (n, <2i , . . . ,  an). We endow this space
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with the smallest topology which makes the functionals v J  f (b , c) v(db , dc) 
continuous, for /  : X  x A’* —> R bounded, i.e. the weak topology.
T h eo re m  3.2.1. Suppose X  — (X(v)  : v G V(T))  is an irreducible, critical mul­
titype Galton- Watson tree with finite type space X  and bounded offspring kernel 
Q. Then, for every e > 0,
lim Pn{| -  M ogPn(A) +  S 2  7r(a)Q{c \ a} log Q{c | a} > e \  =  0.
n—>oo L I z '  )
( a . c ) e A ’ x ^ *
We can extract from Theorem 3.2.1 the following useful information: To transmit 
the information contained in a large critical multitype Galton-Watson tree one 




y  7T 0  Q(a, c) log Q{c I a} bits,
(a ,c )eXxX*
where n is the number of vertices in the tree.
3.2.2 Application to  the M odel of M utation in M itochon­
drial D N A
M u ta tio n s  in  m ito ch o n d ria l D N A . Mitochondria are organelles in cells 
carrying their own DNA. Just like nuclear DNA, mtDNA is subject to mutations 
which may take the form of base substitutions, duplication or deletions. The 
population mtDNA is modelled by two-type process where the units are a 
(normal) and b (mutant), and the links are mother-child relations. A normal 
can give birth to either two normals or, if there is mutation, one normal and 
one mutant. Suppose the latter happens with probability or mutation rate a. 
M utants can only give birth to mutants. A DNA molecule may also die without 
reproducing.
Let the survival probabilities hep  E [0, and q 6 [0, |]  for normals and mu­
tants resp. We assume tha t the population is started from one normal ancestor. 
Then the offspring kernel Q is given by Q {(0,0) |a} =  1 —p, Q{(2, (a, 6))|n} =  pa, 
Q {(2 ,(a ,a))|a}  = p { l - a ) ,  Q{(O,0)|6} =  1 - q and Q{(2, (6,6))|6} =  q. The pro­
cess A  is a multitype Galton-Watson process with matrix A  (with index set
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{a, b}) given by
A = ( r t - ° )  o \
\  pa  2 q)
Observe tha t this choice of p and q make the matrix A  irreducible.
We restrict ourselves to the special case when p = q =  \  and a  > 0. This 
case corresponds to the model for non-dividing tissue such as the brain. This 
means tha t the population of mtDNA is kept constant on average but that 
mitochondrial DNA keeps reproducing also in non-dividing cells. See, for 
example [OS02] and the references therein.
We observe that, in this special case X  is critical and irreducible, with w(a) — 
7r(6) =  Therefore, by Theorem 3.2.1 one needs, with probability close to 1 
approximately,
^  1 — loS ck +  (1 — <^ ) l°g(1 — ck)) bits, (3.2.1)
in order to store or transm it data from a model of non-dividing tissues.
For examples of data sources with tree structure, we refer to [KA02] or [Mo71].
3.3 Proof of the AEP for Hierarchical Struc­
tures
For our purpose we present a weak form of the large deviation principle for the 
empirical offspring measures in [DMS03].
To begin, we recall that for every multitype Galton-Watson tree X,  the empirical 
offspring measure M x  is defined by
M x (a,c) = 7^T^^x(v)> c(v))(a ,c),  for (a,c ) e X  x X*.
' ' v € V
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Recall th a t v shift-invariant if
Vi (a) -  E  ra(a , c)u(b, c), Va E A’.
(6, c)e*x;r*
3.3 .1  L D P s for th e  E m pirica l O ffspring M easures
To begin, we recall th a t for every m ultitype G alton-W atson tree X , th e  empirical 
offspring measure M x  is defined by
T h e o re m  3 .3 .1  ([DMS03]). Suppose that X  is an irreducible, critical multitype 
Galton-Watson tree with bounded offspring kernel Q , conditioned to have exactly 
n  vertices. Then, fo r  n  —> oo, the empirical offspring measure M x  satisfies a 
large deviation principle in M .{ X  x X*) with speed n  and the convex, good rate 
func tion
A lternatively, a new em pirical m easure we shall call the weighted em pirical 
offspring m easure S x  m ay be considered in the  place of M x - In the  last p a rt of 
th is subsection, we define our new em pirical offspring m easure on X  x X*  and 
s ta te  a version of Theorem  3.3.1. The proof follows from similar argum ent as 
th a t of Theorem  3.3.1 except th a t the  m easure M x  is replaced w ith Sx-
D e f in it io n  3 .3 .2 . Define fo r  every multitype Galton-Watson tree X ,  the modified 
empirical offspring measure S x  by
N ext we s ta te  the  LD P for the  w eighted em pirical offspring m easure S x-
H {y  || V\ 0  Q) i f  v  is shift-invariant,
oo otherwise. (3.3.1)
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T h eo re m  3.3.3. Suppose that X  is an irreducible, critical multitype Galton- 
Watson tree with bounded offspring kernel Q, conditioned to have exactly n ver­
tices. Then, for  n —» oo, the weighted empirical offspring measure S x  satisfies 
a large deviation principle in M .[X  x X*) with speed n and convex, good rate 
function,
J (v \ -  J  H ( ( h )  II ( n ) i  ® Q )  ( n )  is shift-invariant,
Jyv> ~ \  oo otherwise. y6'6 >
Remark 3 By contraction , see [DZ98, Theorem 4.2.1], one can recover from 
Theorem 3.3.3 the LDP for M x  in the weak topology.
Finally, we recall tha t the event {\T\ =  n} under the law of an irreducible, 
critical multitype Galton-Watson tree T  (under some moment condition) has 
probability which vanishes subexponentially at infinity. Denote by S  the set of 
integers n where the probability P{|T | =  n} is positive.
L em m a 3.3.4 ([DMS03]). Suppose T  is the random tree generated by an ir­
reducible, critical multitype Galton-Watson tree with bounded offspring kernel. 
Then
Um llo g P { |T | =  n} =  0.
n e s
Lemma 3.3.4 is key to the proof of the aforementioned AEP , the property for 
hierarchically structured data.
3.3.2 Open Problem
We observe tha t the exponential moments assumption of Theorem 3.3.1 is vio­
lated by geometric |  offspring distribution, i.e. p(k) — 2~(k+1\  for k G N U {0}.
Consider Markov chain indexed by tree with offspring law p(-) defined as follows. 
First we sample a tree from probability measure p(-), and then, given the tree, 
we run a Markov chain on the vertices of the tree in such a way tha t the state 
of a vertex depends only on the state of the parent.
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Question: Does the empirical offspring measure of the typed tree obey an LDP 
with explicit rate function under the joint law of tree and type ?
3.3.3 Weak Law of Large Num bers for the Empirical Off­
spring Measure.
Recall No from the boundedness of Q and denote X£ by Xq =  ( J ^ 0{n } x X n.
We equip it with the discrete topology. We recall also tha t 7r is the unique
eigenvector (normalized to a probability vector) of the matrix A  corresponding 
to the eigen value 1.
We derive from Theorem 3.3.1 the following weak law of large numbers.
Lem m a 3.3.5. Suppose that X  is an irreducible, critical multitype Galton- 
Watson tree with bounded offspring law Q, conditioned to have exactly n vertices. 
Then, for any e > 0
lim max \Mx{a, c) — tt 0  Q(a, c) I >  e \  — 0. (3.3.3)
n—>00 I ( a,c )eXxX£ J
Proof. Define the closed set
F  = { v € M .(X  x X q) : max \v(a, c) — tt ® Q(a, c)| >  £ }.
1 {a , c)£XxX*  1
We observe from Theorem 3.3.1 that ,
lim sup £ log Pn { M x  G F  } < — inf J ( v ) . (3.3.4)
n —>00 U^ F
We show by contradiction tha t the right hand side of (3.3.4) is negative.
To do this, we suppose tha t there exists sequence vn in F  such that J(vn) |  0. 
Then, because J  is a good rate function and its level sets are compact, and by 
lower semicontinuouity of the mapping v i—> J{v),  there is a limit v G F  with 
J ( v ) =  0. Hence, we have tha t v is shift-invariant and H {y  || v 1 <8> Q) =  0. This 
implies v(a, c) =  v\ 0  Q(a, c), for every (a, c) G X  x X*. Using shift-invariance of 
v, for any b G X ,  we have
^  Q{c | a}m(b, c)v\(a) =  ^  v(a, c)m(b, c) =  U\{b).
(a ,b)eXxX* (a,b)eXxX*
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This means tha t zq is a non-negative eigenvector of A. By uniqueness of the 
Perron-Frobenius eigenvector, see, for example [DZ98, Theorem 3.1.1(d)], we 
infer that =  7r. This contradicts 7r <g> Q F. ■
We now compute the distribution Pn : T  —> [0,1] of X ,
Pn{x) = / ^ n } II = C ( V ) \ X ( V )  = x ( v ) } ,
v<EV(T),\T\=n
(,x(v ), c(v)) is the type, and the configuration of children of vertex v of x  E T.
Therefore, we have that
“ logPn{x) =  “ logn(x(p)) +  ^ logP { |T | =  n}  +  (Mx, - lo g Q ).
Now the term ^ log/i(x(p)) converges to zero, while the term ^ logP { |T | =  n}  
converges to zero because Q is bounded. See Lemma 3.3.4.
We observe tha t — log Q is almost surely bounded on the support of M x  and 
therefore, by Lemma 3.3.5 we have
(Mx, — logQ) -> (7r<g>Q, -  logQ),
which concludes the proof of Theorem 3.2.1.
3.4 AEPs for simple Networked Structures
3.4.1 M ain Theorems
T h eo re m  3.4.1. Suppose that X  is a random coloured random graph with colour 
law p,: X  —» (0,1] and connection probabilities pn such that a~lpn(a,b) —■> C(a, 6), 
for some sequence (an) with an \ogn  —» 00 and logan/lo g n  —> —1. Then, for  
every e > 0,
~  \  1 2  Ko)C(a,b)fi(b)\ > e} =  0.
_>°° a,beX
In other words, in order to transm it a large random coloured random graph with
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n vertices in the given regime one needs, with probability close to 1 about
a n logn Y  n{a)C(a, b)n(b)2 log 2
a,beX
bits. The most interesting regime is when the cost of transm itting colours and 
transm itting edges is of comparable order, i.e. when
~ _  iQ>n —71 n  l o g  n  '
In this case one obtains the following Shannon-McMillan-Breiman theorem.
T h eo re m  3.4.2. Suppose that X  is a coloured random graph with colour law 
p: X  —> (0,1] and connection probabilities pn such that (nlog n )p n(a, b) —> 
C(a , b). Then, for every e > 0,
“  n l0S p n(X)  K a)C{a,b)fi(b) +  ^ /z (a ) lo g /x (a ) | >  e} =  0.
a,beX a € X
Prom Theorem 3.4.2 one can deduce that, the number of bits needed in order to 
code a networked data structure consisting of n units connected by number of 
order n /  log n  links is about n H , where H  is the entropy defined by
H  : =  l o g 2  l i  -  Y  ^ l o g P i a )
a,b£X aex
(3.4.1)
3.4.2 Application to  the M odel of the M etabolic Network  
of the Bacterium  E.Coli
We consider a metabolic network of the energy and biosynthesis metabolism of 
the bacterium E.coli. Here, the units represent substrates and products, and 
links represent interactions. Suppose half the nodes in the graph are of unit 
a (substrate) and half are of unit b (product), and link between pair of units 
(a, 6) occur independently with connection probability , where C  : {a, b} x 
{a, b} —y [0, oo) is nonzero symmetric function and n  the size of the graph. We 
write
H  ■= b) + C (a ,«) +  C(b, &)).
Then, by Theorem 3.4.1, one needs, with a probability close to 1 about,
(n log n) H  bits,
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to transmit the data contained in the metabolic network of the bacterium E.Coli.
3.5 Proofs of the AEPs for Networked Struc­
tures
3.5.1 Overview
Recall tha t the AEP is the analogue of the strong law of large numbers in 
information theory and that, it can be obtained from the WLLN for a carefully 
defined empirical measure. The WLLN for empirical measures on a finite space 
can often be deduced from an LDP for such a measure.
In this chapter we establish two main principles for the empirical colour measure 
L 1 and the empirical pair measure L2 on sub- and supercritical coloured random 
graphs. All our proofs are based on the technique of change of measure. These 
principles are the main ingredients in the proof of the AEP for subcritical and 
supercritical networked structures.
To be more specific about our aim, we state all our principles in Subsection 3.5.2. 
The first principle is the joint large deviation principles for L 1 and L 2 defined on 
supercritical coloured random graphs. The second is LDP for the pair (L1, L 2) 
of subs-critical random graphs. The subsequent sections contain the proofs of 
the principles. For supercritical coloured random graphs, we discuss the LDP on 
the scales n and ann 2 (where an —> 0) as the size of the graph goes to infinity 
in Subsections 3.5.3 and 3.5.4, respectively. Subsections 3.5.5 and 3.5.6 contain 
the proofs of the LDPs for (L1, L2) of subcritical coloured random graphs on 
the scales n and ann2 (where an —> 0) in the weak topology. Finally, in Subsec­
tion 3.5.7 we prove the WLLNs for L 1 and L2, and use them to derive our main
3.5.2 LDPs for the Empirical Colour Measure and the  
Empirical Pair M easure of Super-and Sub-critical 
Coloured Graphs
theorems.
We recall tha t the empirical pair measure L 2 E A4*(X  x X )  and the empirical 
colour measure L 1 E Ad (X)  are given by
‘n (u,v)eE
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l 1 — -  y^^x jv )-
n vev
T h eo re m  3.5.1 (Supercritical case). Suppose that X  is a random randomly 
coloured graph with colour law (i: X  —> (0,1] and connection probabilities pn : 
X  x X  —> [0,1] satisfying an lpn(a,b) —> C(a,b),  /o r some sequence (an) with 
nan —> oo and C : X  x  X  ^  [0, oo). Then, the pair (Ll , L 2) satisfies a large 
deviation principle as n —> oc in A4(X)  x X i f i X  x X )  with speed
(i) ann2 and good rate function,
I i ( u , w)  = \9)C(tu || to). (3.5.1)
(ii) n and good rate function,
( , ( H ( u \ \ p )  i f w  =  C u  ® u ,  fQzr, \
/ 2(W, CT) =  | oo otherwise, (3.5.2)
Remark 4 Intuitively this means that, on the scale a2 the colour law can be 
changed ‘for free’, whereas on the scale n once the colour law is fixed, the edge 
law has to be the typical one.
T h eo re m  3.5.2 (Sub-Critical). Suppose that X  is a random randomly coloured 
graph with colour law p: X  —> (0,1] and connection probabilities pn : X  x X  —» 
[0,1] satisfying a~lpn{a,b) —► C(a,b), for some sequence (an) with nan —> 0 and 
C : X  x  X  —> [0, oo). Then, the pair (L l , L 2) satisfies a large deviation principle 
as n  —» oo in A i { X )  x  A4*(X x  X )  with speed
(i) ann2 and good rate function,
h M  = {  ^ c (w ||w ) = ^  (3.5.3)v ' [ oo otherwise.
(ii) n and good rate function,
h(w , w) — H ( lv || p) .  (3.5.4)
Remark 5 Intuitively this means that, on the scale n the edge law can be changed 
‘for free’, whereas on the scale afn the colour law cannot be changed.
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3.5.3 Large D eviations for Super-Critical Coloured Ran­
dom Graphs on the Scale n
Recall tha t C2 is the space of symmetric functions on X  x X  and C\ is the space 
of functions on X .  Define for /  G C\ Uj by Uj =  log ]Cae;r e^ aV (a )-
We define for g G C2 the symmetric function hn J : X  x X  —> M by
/^2)(a,&) =  log ( l - p n(a,b) +  pn(a, &)eg(a’b)/nan) . (3.5.5)
Use / ,  g to define (for sufficiently large n) a new random graph as follows:
• To the vertices V  =  { 1, . . . ,  n } we assign colours from X  independently 
and identically according to the colour law Jl defined by
Jl(a) =  e ^ a^ ~uf fi(a).
•  Given any two vertices it, v €E V, with u carrying colour a and v carrying 
colour b connect vertex u to vertex v with probability
6 (a b )= Pn(a,b)e3(°M™n .
P n \  > ) l —pn (a,b)-\-pn(a,b)e9(a’b)/nan ‘> V )
otherwise keep u and v disconnected.
For this new graph, observe Jl is a probability measure and further that
Pn(a, b) € [0, 1], Va, b € X.
Denote by P the law of the new coloured random graph constructed from Jl and p. 
We recall from Chapter 2 that L \  =  ± ^2ueV S(x(u),x(u))-
We note from the construction of the new graph tha t P is absolutely continuous 
with respect to P, as for a coloured random graph X ,
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—  ( Y \  — T T  E E M i T T  Pn(X(u) ,X(v))  T T  l - p n (X (u),X (^))
'  ~  J - l  H(X(u))  11 pn (X(u) ,X(v))  11 l - p n (X (u),X («))
uE V  (u , v ) £ E  (v ,u ) # E
np(X(u))  T T  Pn(X(u) ,X(v))  n-npn( X(u) ,X(v ) )  T T  n - n p n (X(u) ,X(v))p(X(u))  11 pn (X(u) ,X(v))  n —npn(X(u) ,X(v))  11 n - n p n (X(u) ,X(v))uEV (u, v)eE (u,v)e £
_  J ~ J  e f ( X ( u ) ) - U j  e g(X(u) ,X(v) ) /nan j Q  ^ i n{2)(X{u) ,X(v)) /n
u€ V  (u,v)£E {u,v)e£
=  en(L\f-Uf )+n(lL2,g)+n(lL1®L\hi?))-n(L'A,h£)) ^  g ^
U p p e r  B o u n d  in  T h eo rem s 3 .5 .1(ii)
Define for (cu,zu) G M.(X)  x A4*(X  x X),  the function I2(u>, by
I 2{w, w) = sup |  ^ 2 ( f ( a ) - U f ) u ( a ) +  \g(a,b){w(a,b) -  C(a,b)u{a)u(b))}
§ecl  a e X  a,beX
(3.5.8)
L em m a 3.5.3. For each closed set F  C M * ( X  x X) ,
limsup -  lo g P ^ L 1, L 2) G F}  < — inf I2(uj, w).
n —*00 n (uj, w )e F
P ro o f. Fix /  G C\. For any g G C2, we define /3: X  x X  —► M by
/3(a,6) =  -^ (a ,6 )C (a ,6 ).
We notice from Lemma 2.4.8 that, lim / ^ ( a ,  b) — /3(a> b), Va, b E X.
n—> 00
Using (3.5.7) we get
e 2m axa e *  |/3(a,a)| ^  ( |  , ^ 2)) {L1, f - U j ) + n  ( |L 2, <?)+n h ^ )  |
Therefore, we have
lim su p ilo g E { e n<Ll’/'“ t' / >+n<5i2’s>+n^ Ll®I'1' i ” ))} < 0 . (3.5.9)
n—>00 ^ '
We now fix e > 0 and write /|(a ;, w)  m in{/2(a;, tu ),£ -1} — e.
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Suppose (a;, w) G F  and choose /  G Cl, g G C2 such that
(u;, / -  Uy) + I (C7, (?) -  i  Cp) > 7f(a;, tu).
Since A’ is finite, we can find open neighbourhoods and of m, u  such that
inf {(a), f - U j )  + ± { m , g } - ±  Cg)} >  i e2{u ,w ) -  e.
Using Chebysheff’s inequality and (3.5.9), we have that 
limsup i  logP{(L 1, L2) e  B l  x }
n—kx>
<  lim sup i  log E{e" <^ 1./-^/>+" <§ i 2>S>+" < ± «?>) 1 _  +  £
n—>oo  ^ '
< —/|(w , ro) +  e.
(3.5.10)
Use Lemma 2.4.9 with a  =  e_1 to choose N(e)  G N such that
lim sup ^ lo g P j|i? | > ann2N (e ) \  =  —oo.
7i—► on v ^
For this N  define the set by
ATjv(e) =  {(^> £ M ( X )  x M * ( X  x <T) : ||tu|| <  27V(e)}.
The set if^(e) H F  is compact and therefore may be covered by finitely many sets
B^r x B ^ r,r  =  1 , . . . ,  m  with (ur, w r) G F  for r  =  1 , . . . ,  m.
Hence, we have
m
V { ( L \  I?)  e  F }  <  £ > { ( £ ' ,  L2) e  Bl  X B l r} + V { ( L \ L 2) ? K mc)}.
r =  1
We may now use (3.5.10) to obtain, for all sufficiently small e > 0,
lim sup ^ log P{ (L1, L 2) G f } <  max lim sup M ogP{(L 1, L 2) G B lUr x B ^ J v  - e -1
n —> oo r ~ 1 n —> oo
< — inf if  (w, w) V —e-1 +  e.(w, w)£F
Taking e [ 0 we have the desired statement. ■
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We solve the variational problem on the right side of equation (3.5.8).
Lem m a 3.5.4. ^(o;, vu) =  H ( u \ \ f i )  if (and only if) zu =  Cuo §§uo, and oo 
otherwise.
Proof. Suppose tha t zu + Cuo ® to. Then there exists a0, 60 £ X  such
zu(a0, b0) > C (a0, b0)co(a0) <g> co(b0).
Define for this a0,b0 £ X  the symmetric function g by
g{a,b) = K ( l {cLQibo)(a,b) +  l (60)ao))(a, 6), (3.5.11)
for a,b £ X  and K  > 0.
Considering this g in (3.5.8) we have
\g{a,b)zu(a,b) +  ^  -  \g(a,b)C(a,b)u(a)uj(b)
=  K(zu(a0 ,b0) -  C(ao,bo)w(a0 )v(b)) 00.
Suppose tha t zu = Cuo <g> uo. Then, by the variational characterization of the 
relative entropy we have
I2(W, zu) =  H ( u  II pi), 
which ends the proof of the upper bounds. ■
Lower B ounds Theorem s 3.5.1 (ii)
Lem m a 3.5.5. For every open set O C A i(X )  x «M*(<T x X),
lim inf -  logP{(L1, L 2) £ O } > — inf zu). (3.5.12)
71—>00 n  J (w,tu)eO
Proof. Suppose (u , zu) G O  is such tha t we have zu = C lo ® to.
Set g(a, 6) =  0, Va, b £ X  and define / w: —> M by
/ »  =  { log J W ’ if a>(o) > 0,
I  0, otherwise.
Note by this choice of g we have lim ^oo h n \ a , 6) =  0, Va, b £ X.
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Choose B]j, B ^  open neighbourhoods of u,  w,  such tha t B* x B ^  C O and 
V(o>, ro) G B l  x we have (/„, a>) -  £ < ( /„ ,£ ) .
We use the probability measure IP given by gw. We observe tha t the colour law 
is uo and the connection probabilities satisfy
On'PnM ) ^  C(a,b) :=
Therefore, using (3.5.7) we have that
p { ( L \L 2) e  o }  >  E { | ( X ) l {(i, [ 1)eJ,lx 8y }  =
> x P j f L 1, L2) € B l  x
Therefore, we have
lim inf ^ log P { (L1, L2) € O} > -  (u ,  f u) - e
n —> oo
+  lim inf J  logP{ (L1, L 2) G B^  x
71— ► OO
The result follows once we prove that
l im in f i lo g P { (L \L 2) e ££ x B 2 } = 0 . (3.5.13)
n —►oo
We use the upper bound (but now with the law P replaced by P) to prove (3.5.13). 
Therefore, we have that
lim sup ^ log P {(L1, L2) G ( # i  x £ ^ ) c} <  -  inf
n —>00 (u i,w )£F
/ 2(W, ro) =  j  00 otherwise,
where F  =  (B* x B ^ )c.
It therefore suffices to show tha t the infimum is positive.
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Suppose for contradiction tha t there exists a sequence (un,zun) e  F  with 
f 2(wn)®n) i  0- Then, since I 2 is a good rate function and its level sets are 
compact, and the mapping (u},zu) i—» / 2(a), zu) is lower semicontinuous, we can 
construct a limit point (u),zu) G F  with I 2 {u),zt7) — 0. By Lemma 3.5.4 this im­
plies H(u  || u;) =  0 and zu — Cuo 0  a), hence u  = u, and w  — CCu 0  u  — zu. This 
contradicts (a), w)  G F.
3.5.4 Large Deviations for Super-Critical Coloured Ran­
dom Graphs on the Scale ann2
We recall tha t for /  G C\ the constant Uj is given by
Uj = log ]TV ~(aV (a).
aex
Further, we define for g G C2 the function hn'* ■ X  x X  —> R is given by
— r / - \ 1 "
/4 1}(a, b) = -  log ( l  -  pn(a, b) +  pn(a, 6)e5(a>6)J
Define for / ,  <7 (for sufficiently large n) a new random graph in the following way:
•  Assign to the n vertices in V  colours from X  independently and identically 
according to the colour law Jl defined by
Jl(a) =  e/(a)“% ( a ) .  (3.5.14)
•  Given any two vertices u, v G V, with u carrying colour a and v carrying 
colour b connect vertex u to vertex v with probability
f t» M )  =  (3-5-15)
otherwise keep u and v disconnected.
Note the colour law J l is a probability measure and the connection probabilities
pn(a, 6) G [0, 1], Va, b G X.
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We denote by IP the law of the coloured random graph obtained from g, and pn. 
Write
L x  := h  X l 'W d ’W ))-
u e v
By construction IP is absolutely continuous with respect to P, as for a coloured 
random graph X ,
—  m - T T M W )  T T  Pn(X(u) ,X(v))  T T  1 - p n(X(u) ,X(v))
' ~ 11 H(X(u)) 11 Pn(X(u) ,X(v))  11 1 - p n(X(u) ,X(v))
uEV (u,v)£E (v,u)#E
n f (X( u) )  — Uf  T T  pn (X(u) ,X(v))  n - n p n(X(u) ,X(v))  T T  n - n p n (X(u) ,X(v))11 pn (X(u) ,X(v))  n - n p n{X(u) ,X(v))  11 n - n p n (X(u) ,X(v))u € V (u,v)£E (u,v)€£
=  I ]  e f ( X ( u ) ) ~ Uf  e 3 (X (uh X (v))  J |  e a n h £ \ x { u ) , X { v ) )
uEV (u,v)eE  (u,v)e£
_  {Ll , f - U j ) + a nn2 ( ^L 2 , g )+ann2 , h ^ ) - a nn2 { ^ L \ , h n ^ )  5  1 6 )
U p p e r  B o u n d  in  T h eo re m  3.5.1 (i)
To begin we obtain the upper bound in a variational formulation.
We define for (u ,w )  G M.{X)  x M.*{X x X)  the rate function I\ by
Ii(uj,w)  =  sup |  \g(a, b)m(a, b) +  |(1  -  e9 {a’b))C(a, 6)o;(a)o;(6)}.
9eC2 CL,beX a,b<EX
(3.5.17)
L em m a 3.5.6. For each closed set F  c  M.(X)  x x <T),
lim sup ^ 2  log P { (L1, L 2) e  F}  < -  inf I i(u,  w).
n —>oo 71 ( lu ,z j)£ F
P ro o f. For any g e  C2 we define /3: X  x X  —► M by
P(a,b) — (1 — e ^ a,b^ )C(a,b).
From Lemma 2.4.8 we note tha t we have lim h ^ \ a ,  b) — j3(a, b), Va, b £ X.
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We take f ( a ) = 0, Va G X  and use (3.5.16) to obtain
g 2nan ma x ae ^  | /3(a,a)| g ^ n 2 ( | l ^ , / i ^ ) ^ p  _  g | g an « 2 L 2, g ) + a nn 2 L l ® L l ,hn'1)
Therefore,
Fix e > 0 and take a;, zu) =  m in j/x ^ , zu),£ *} — e. Suppose (a;, zu) G F.
Choose g € C2 such tha t \{zu, g) -\-\ {oj u , (3) > Il{u,zu).
By finiteness of X,  we can find open neighbourhoods B*, B ^  of u,  zu such tha t
Define for this N , the set K N(£) by
K n{£) = {(w, zu) G M ( X )  x  M * ( X  x  X)  : |H |  <  2N(e)}.
Now, observe tha t Fjv(e) fl F  is compact and therefore may be covered by finitely 
many sets
B]j x  F ^ r , r  - 1 , ..., m  w ith  zur G F  for r  =  1,..., m.
Hence, we have that
P { ( L \  L 2) e  F } <  ^ P { (L 1, L 2) €  B l  x  B l r } + V { ( L \  L 2) £ K NM }.
inf { j< * . 9 ) +  ®w, j3)} > i[(u,  w) - e .
By Chebysheff’s inequality and (3.5.18), we have that
l im s u p ^ l o g P { ( i \  L 2) 6  S i  x  B * }
<  lim  su p  ^  log  E { e “"n2 <i L2'§>+“""2 (l i l ®i l - -  / f ( u ,  ra) +
n —> 0 0  n > ^
£
< — zu) +  £. (3.5.19)




Using (3.5.19) for small enough e > 0, we obtain 
lim sup ^  log P{ (L1, L2) G F}
n—>00
< max lim sup log P { (L1, L2) G B^r x B l rj  V - e _1
r ~ 1 n—>00
<  —/f  (w, tu) V — e~x +  e.
Taking £ |  0 we have the desired statement.
■
We identify the rate function by solving the variational problem in the right side 
of equation (3.5.17).
L em m a 3.5.7. For any (cu, zu) G M.(X)  x M.±(X x X )  we have
(i) I i (uj, zu) =  zu) and (ii) I\ is good rate function.
P ro o f. (i) Suppose zu ^  C u  0  u . Then there exists ao, bo £ X  with 
C(ao, bo)u(ao)Lu(bo) =  0 and zu(ao,bo) > 0.
For this (ao, 60) we define the symmetric function g by
g(a,b) = \og (K ( lM o ) (a,b) +  l (6o,ao)(u, 6)) +  1),
for a,b G X  and K  > 0.
Considering our g in (3.5.17) we have
\g(a, b)zu(a, b) +  |(1  -  eg M )C(a, b)w(a)u(b)
= \og(K + l ) (zu(a0,b0)) 00.
Suppose tha t zu <C Co; 0  a;. Then, we have
Il(w, zu) = \  sup |  ^ 2  d (a> &)E7(a, &) -  E e 5(a’b)C(a,5)a;(a)a;(6)}
9<E° 2 a,b£X a,b€X




Using the substitution h =  e9  Cu3®lJj and supx>0 log:r — x — —1 we obtain the 
expression
sup {E g(a,b)w{a,b) -  E e£,(a,6)C'(a, b)u(a)cu(b)^
5<EC2 a,beX a,b€X
sup [ log { h ^ b) r (  T w  \  ( k \ )hec2 “ L L V G(a,b)u(a)uj(b)J Jh>o a,,b£X
=  Slip 5 2  ( lo g ft(a , b) -  h(a,  b)) w ( a ,  6) +  52 lo§ ( n t  T - ) r  \ rt . \ )  w (a ’ b)
S  ajZx ateX VC(<!’ 6M “ M 6) >
=  —||w|| +  H{zu || C u  0 zu).
This yields that
I i(u,  zu) — I\{uj, zu).
(ii) This follows from the proof of Lemma 2.4.13. Recall from the proof of 
Lemma 2.4.13 tha t f i c f a  || ^ ) =  \  H(zu || C uj 0  uj) +  |  \\Cuj 0  ^ || — \  ||e7|| is 
a good rate function and tha t for all a  < oo, its level sets are the bounded, 
closed set {(c j , zu) G A4(X)  x M.{X  x X ) : Sjc(& || w) < a}  and so are compact. 
This implies I\ is good rate function.
Low er B ou n d  in  T h eo re m  3 .5 .l ( i ) .  We use the upper bound (but now 
with the law P replaced by P) to establish the lower bound for some open set 
O C M ( X )  x M * ( X  x X).
L em m a 3.5.8. For every open set O C M.(X)  x A4*(X x X).
lim inf —^  lo g P ^ L 1, L 2) G O ) > — inf Ii(cv, zu). (3.5.21)
ti—kx> anU L J (w,w)eO
P ro o f. Suppose (u, zu) G O with zu <C C u  0  u.  We define the function 
f u : X  -> R by
/„(a) =  { l0S^ ’ if oj(a) > 0,
0, otherwise,
and the symmetric function gw : X  x X  —> M by
_ , . f log 7 r^~ur~(~\—7ix, ii zu(a, 5) > 0,Qzu(a, b) — < f e C (a ,6 M a M 6 )’ v > J i
I 0, otherwise.
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r , , 1/ On
We recall tha t h ^ \ a ,  b) — — log 1 — pn(a, b) +  pn(<A b)e9™^a'  ^ , for a, 6 6 X.
Define the symmetric function f3w(a,b) by
j3w(a,b) := lim h ^ \ a , b )  =  C(a, 6)(1 -  effro(a,b)).
n —>oo
Choose open neighbourhoods oi u,zu  such tha t BI  x B ^  C O and
V ( i ,o )  €  B l  x B 2 ,
(ro, </„,) +  (u ® w, /§„) -  £ < <ro, +  (ii ® u , /?„).
We note that, the coloured random graph obtained from the function g has 
colour law lu and connection probabilities satisfying
a~lpn(a,b) C(a,b) :=
Write m  := 0 A m in(dro(a, a), and / :=  0 A m in /(a ). Hence, by (3.5.16) we have
aG-V aG-V
p { (B \  L2) 6 O} >  f  { f  ( * ) % ■ ,
_  ^ ^ e - n (L l J u, ) ~ann2 { ^ L2 , g n ) - a nn2 { ^ L 1®L 1 , h in )) + n 2an ( ^L 2A, h {n )) x  L2)eBlx£2} j
•> Q—nl—ann2 (vj, g ^ ) / 2 —ann2 ( /3) / 2+ a nm /4 - a nn 2 e /2  x  p { ( L \  L 2 ) €  B i  x B % } .
Therefore, we have 
liininf i ^ ? logP{(L1, L2) G O} > -  § (</,ro) -  1 tj},w®ui) - e
+  lim in f - i^ lo g P K L 1, Z2) € X B 2 }.
The result follows once we prove that
lim inf ^ l o g P { ( B \  L2) G S i  x B l }  = 0. (3.5.22)
To conclude the proof, we use the upper bound (but now with the law P replaced 
by P) and the LDP on the scale n, Theorem 3.5.1 (ii), to prove (3.5.22).
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Therefore, we have
lim suP ^ los ^ { ( L l’ l 2 ) 6 x B D C)
n —> 00
< lim sup £ lo g P ^ L 1, L2) <E x F ^ )c} <  -  inf I 2 (u, m),
n—>oo (u),w)£F
z i~ f F (u ) ||u ;)  if £7 =  Cuo <g> a),
/2^ ’ ro) =  { o o  otherwise,
where F  =  (B^  x F ^ )c and (B^  x -B^)c is the complement of the set B^ x
It remain for us to show tha t the infimum is positive. Suppose by contradiction 
there exists the sequence (cjn, w n) £ F  such tha t I 2 (cu, zb) j  0. Then, because 
I 2 is good rate function with all its level sets are compact, and by lower 
semicontinuity of the map (a), w)  —> I 2 (ti, zb), we can construct a limit point 
(zu, uj) £ F  with I 2 (cb, zb) =  0. This means Co =  u  and zb =  C u <S> & =  zu, and 
hence, contradicting (a), zb) £ F. u
3.5.5 Large D eviations for Sub-Critical Coloured Random  
Graphs on the Scale n
For f  £ Ci we recall from Subsection 3.5.3 the definition of the constant
Uj = log ^ V (a)//(a).
Also recall for g £ C2 the definition of the symmetric function
h%\a,b)  =  log ( l  - p n(a,b) +  pn(a, b)e9{a'h)/nan^ .
We use / ,  g to define (for sufficiently large n) a new random graph as follows:
•  Assign vertices V  colours from X  independently and identically according 
to the colour law Jl defined by
$  (a) =  e/(o)- % ( a ) .
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•  Given any two vertices u, v E V, with u carrying colour a and v carrying 
colour b connect vertex u to vertex v with probability
V (a b) =  Pn(a,b)e^/™n  5 23\
P n \  ’ / i — p n ( a , b ) + p n ( < i , b ) e 9 ( a ' b ) / n a n  ’  ^ '
otherwise keep u and v disconnected.
For this new graph, observe Jl is a probability measure and further tha t
pn(a, b) E [0, 1], Va, b E X.
Denote by P the law of the new coloured random graph construct from Jl and p. 
We recall from the previous chapter tha t L \  = ^ Yluev ^(X{u),x(u))-
We note from the construction of the new graph that P is absolutely continuous 
with respect to P, as for a coloured random graph X ,
—  m - T T M M  TT Pn(X(u) ,X(v))  T T  qn(X(u) ,X(v))
J I I  p(X(u))  11 pn(X(u) ,X(v))  11 gn(X(u) ,X(v))
u £V (u,v)EE ( v ,u ) £ E
np(X(u))  T T  pn (X(u) ,X(v))  n-npn( X(u) ,X( v) )  T T  n - n p n(X(u) ,X(v))p{X{u))  11 pn(X(u) ,X(v) )  n - np n( X( u ) , x ( v ) )  11 n - n p n(X( u) ,X( v ))uEV ( u ,v ) E E  (u ,v ) e £
— j Q ” e f ( X ( u ) ) - U j  e g(X(u) , X(v) ) /nan (X(u) ,X(v) ) /n
uEV (u,v)EE (u,v)EE
_  e n(L1 , f - U f- ) + n ( l L 2 , g ) + n ( ^ L 1<S>L1 , h ^ )) - n ( L 1A, h {n )) ^3 5  2 4 )
U p p e r  B o u n d  in  T h eo rem s 3 .5 .2 (h )
We define for (u,zu) E Ai ( X )  x A4*(X x X),  the function I 4 (0 ), w)  by
I 4 (v, w)  =  sup |  ^ 2  ( /(a )  -  Uj)u(a)}  (3.5.25)
aEX
L em m a 3.5.9. For each closed set F  C M.*{X x X),
lim sup -  logP{(L 1, L 2) E F }  <  — inf I4 (0;, vj).
n —> oo n (w,w)EF
Proof. Fix f  E Ci and take g(a, b) =  0, Va, b G X.  We observe that
lim h ^ \a ,b )  =  0, Va,5 G
n—»oo
Using (3.5.24) we obtain E{eT^ Ll’^-c/^ }  =  /  dP <  1. Therefore, we have
lim sup ^ lo g E |e n L^ j  < 0. (3.5.26)
71— > OO ^  ^
Now fix £ > 0 and write /f  (u;, ta) := m in{/4(a;, tu), e-1} — s.
We suppose (a;, w) e F  and choose f  EC\  such tha t ( /  — U^uS) >  /f(w, w).
By finiteness of X ,  we can find open neighbourhoods B ^  and of ro, w such 
that
inf {(£, / - £ / / ) }  >  /|(o;,tJ7) -  e.
Using Chebysheff’s inequality and (3.5.26), we have that
lim sup £ lo g P { (L \L 2) G x B^}
n—>oo
< lim sup 4 logE j e n L^l’^-c/^  j  — + e (3.5.27)
n—>oo  ^ '
< w) +  e.
By Lemma 2.4.9 we choose iV(e) G N (with a  = £-1 ,) such that
limsup ^ lo g P j \E\ > ann 2 N ( e ) \  < — e~l .
n—►oo  ^ '
We define for this ./V the set K N^  by
K n (e) =  {(< ,^ w)  € M ( X )  x M * ( X  x A') : ||tu|| <  27V(e)}.
The set K jv(£) H F  is compact and therefore may be covered by finitely many sets 




P { (L \ L 2) S F }  <  y > { ( L \ L 2) 6 Bl  X B l r)  + V{ { L1, L 2) £
r = l
Nov/ we use (3.5.27) to obtain, for all sufficiently small e > 0,
lim sup £ log P { ( L \ L 2) £ F }  <  max lim sup ^ log P{ (L1, L 2) £ B l r x ^ J v  - £ _1
n —* oo r —1 n —*oo
< — inf i l ( u j , m) \ / —e~l e .
(u;,w)eF
Taking £ |  0 we have the desired statement. ■
By the variational characterization of the relative entropy we have
h {u ,  zu) =  H(cu || //), 
which ends the proof of the upper bound.
Low er B o u n d s T h eo re m s 3 .5 .2 (ii)
L em m a 3.5.10. For every open set O C M.[X)  x A4*(X x X),
lim inf -  logP{(L 1, L 2) £ O} >  — inf I±(u>, zu). (3.5.28)
n —> oo n J (u>,w)eO
P ro o f. Suppose (cu, zu) £ O with zu <C C lo 0  u.  We define the function 
f u : X  - + R  by
/ > )  =  f  ^  i f w ( o ) > 0 ,
0, otherwise,
and the symmetric function : X  x X  —> M by
, f log Yu— —7iT\, if zj(a, b) > 0,q-(a. b) = < 6 c(a,b)ui(aMb) ’ v > / >
0, otherwise.
Set b) — nangw(a, 6), Va, b £ X  and note by this choice of g we have
lim h n \ a , 6) =  0, Va,b £ X.
n —*• oo
We write I := 0 A mina ,bex gzb (a, b).
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Choose B*, Hi, open neighbourhoods of u j. zu such that x c O and
V fo tb ) e  B l  x B l ,
( u ,  f j )  + I |M|e -  e < (£, f u) + I ll l^le.
We use the probability measure F given by gw. We observe tha t the colour law 
is u  and the connection probabilities satisfy
a^PniaM  ^  C(a,b) :=
Therefore, using (3.5.24) we have that 
P{ ( L \ L 2) € O} > E {§(X )l{(i.,L2)€B. xB2}}
>  g— (w, f j ) — n  \ \ z o \ \ £ / 2 — n e — a n n 2 l / 2 + o ( l )  x p> ^  (Z/1, € B 1 X  B 2 j .
Therefore, we have
lim inf £ log P {(L 1,L 2) e O } >  -  (w, / w) -  |  ||z37||er — ern—►oo
+ lim inf i lo g P { (L \ .L 2) € B lw X £ £ } .
n — >oo
The result follows once we prove that
lim inf i  log P{ (L1, L2) €  B i x B2 } =  0. (3.5.29)
n — KX)
We use the upper bound (but now with the law P replaced by P) to prove (3.5.13). 
Therefore, we have
lim sup ^ log P {(L1, L 2) <E {B^ x B ^ f )  < -  inf
71— t o o  ( L ) , w ) € lF
where F  — (B ^ x B ^ ) c.
It therefore remain for us to show tha t the infimum is positive.
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To do this, we suppose for contradiction tha t there exists a sequence (u)n, w n) E F  
with I/^L)n,zbn) |  0. Then, since I 4 is a good rate function and its level sets are 
compact, and the mapping •—> c5) is lower semicontinuous, we can
construct a limit point (cj,zu) E F  with / 4 (a), w)  =  0 . This implies H ( u \ \u )  = 0 
and hence u  =  a;, which contradicts (a;, th) E F.
3.5.6 Large D eviations for Sub-Critical Coloured Random  
Graphs on the Scale ann2
Recall that for a given /  E Ci the constant
Uj =  log y^V~(aV(q). 
aex
Further, we recall tha t for <7 E C2 the function hn'* ■ X  x —► M is
— r /  \  1 /fl'n"
/ ^ ( a ,  6) = - lo g  ^ 1 - p n(a, 6 )+ p n(a, &)e5(a,6)J , for a , b e X .
For / ,  g define (for sufficiently large n) a new random graph in the following way:
•  Assign to the n vertices in V  colours from X  independently and identically 
according to the colour law Jl defined by
Jl(a) =  e ^ a^ ~uf fi{a).
• Given any two vertices u, v E V", with u carrying colour a and v carrying 
colour b connect vertex u to vertex v with probability
V (a b) =  Pn{a,b)e9^b)  __
" '  ’ '  1— pn (a,b)+pn(a,b)es(a’b) ’
otherwise keep u and v disconnected.
(3.5.30)
Observe the colour law Jl is a probability measure and the connection probabilities
pn(a, b) E [0, 1], Va, b E X.
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Denote by P the law of the coloured random graph obtained from /i and pn. 
Recall that
L A  =  ^ 2 ^ 2 S ( X ( u) , X ( u))- 
u e v
By construction P is absolutely continuous with respect to P, as for a coloured 
random graph X ,
— TT P n (X( u) , X(v ) )  TT n - n p n ( X( u) ,X( v ) )
d $ > { ' 11 K X ( u ) )  11 pn ( X( u ) , X( v ) )  11 n - n p n ( X( u) ,X( v ) )
uEV  (u ,v)e E  (v ,u ) £ E
n J ( X ( u ) ) - U f  T T  p n ( X ( u ) , X ( v ) )  n - n p n ( X ( u ) , X ( v ) )  T T  n - n p n ( X ( u ) , X ( v ) )11 p n ( X ( u ) , X ( v ) )  n - n p n ( X ( u ) , X ( v )) 11 n - n p n ( X ( u ) , X ( v ))u E V  (u,v)EE ( u, v ) e£
=  e f ( X ( u ) ) - U f- e g ( X ( u ) , X ( v ) )  e an h{r ! \ x ( u ) , X ( v ) )
uEV  (u ,v)e E  (u ,v) e £
_  e n ( L \  f - U j ) + a n n 2( ^ L 2, g ) + a nn 2 ( t^ L1®!;1 , h £ )) - a nn 2( ^  g
U p p e r  B o u n d  in  T h eo re m  3.5.2(i).To begin we obtain the upper bound in a 
variational formulation. We recall tha t nan —> 0 for subcritical coloured graphs 
and write Z n(f )  := ^ Unanf. Notice
Z ( f )  := lim Zn(f )  < oo.
n —>00
We define for (cu, zu) G A4(X)  x A4*(X  x  X)  the rate function I 3 by 
h { u , w )  =  sup { V ( / ( a )  -  z{f ))uj (a)  +  V  \g(a,b)w(a,b)
9 £C2 a E X  a,bEX
+  2^ K 1 -  e9 {a’h))C(a,b)uj(a)uj(b)y
a,bEX
(3.5.32)
L em m a 3.5.11. For each closed set F  C M.{X)  x  M.*{X x  X),
lim sup ^ 2  log P { (L 1 , L 2) G F j  < -  inf I 3 (u, zu).
n —>00 n (uj ,m)EF
P ro o f. Fix /  G C\. For any g G C2 we define /?: X  x  X  —>• M by
0(a,b) = ( 1  -  e ^ a’b})C(a,b).
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From Lemma 2.4.8 we note tha t we have lim h!^\a,b)  =  (3(a,b), Va, b G A\
n —*00
We take /(a )  =  nan/(a ) , Va G A* and use (3.5.31) to obtain
p
_  j g | e an n 2(L1, / - Z n ( / ) ) + a nn 2( |  L2, 5)+ a n n 2 ( |  L1® !/1, ^
Therefore, we have
lim sup ^ 2  log e | ean”2(^h /-^ n (/))+ann2{| L2, g)+ann2 ( ^ L 1<S>L1 , h^) 1 <  Q (3.5.33)
n —>00 n L J
Fix £ > 0 and take /|(o;, w)  =  m in im a;, ta),^;-1} — £. Suppose (a;, ca) G F. 
Choose /  G Ci, g G C2 such tha t (a;, f—Z(f)) + ^ {w, g) + ^{aj<g>LJ, (3) > / f  (a;, tu). 
By finiteness of A', we can find open neighbourhoods of uj, w  such that
D1inf 2 { ( £ , / “  z (/)> +  (f<?> /?)} >  4£(^> ^ )  - £ •
By Chebysheff’s inequality and (3.5.33), we have that
lim suP ^ loS P {(L l’ l 2 ) g xn —►oc
<  iim su p _ i ;5 i0g E | e««»2<i1,/-z»</))+«~»2(5i 2.S>+«~«2<5i 1®i1.SS.1)) |  ro) + £
n —+00 71 L J
< —/J(ca, w) +e.  (3.5.34)
Using Lemma (2.4.9) with a  =  e~l we choose N(e)  G N such that
lim sup ^ 2  lo g P | \E\ > ann 2 N ( e ) \  <  - e _1.
n —kx> n v J
Define for this N , the set K at(£) by
Ajv<e) =  {(w, ro) 6 x M . ( X  x A') : ||ro|| <  2N(e)}.
Note Kx(e) Cl F  is compact and therefore may be covered by finitely many sets 




P { (L \ L 2) e F } <  £ p { ( L \  L 2) € B l  x f £ r } + P { ( L \  L 2) £  K N(c)}.
r =  1
Using (3.5.34) for small enough e > 0, we obtain 
h m s u p ^ l o g P { ( L \ L 2) e  F}
71— ►OO
< max lim sup ^  logF{(L1, L 2) 6 F*r x ^ J v  - £ _1
r—1 Tl—HX)
< —/ f  (u;, zu) V — e~x +  e.
Taking e [ 0 we have the required statement.
■
We identify the rate function by solving the variational problem in the right side 
of equation (3.5.32).
L em m a 3.5.12. For any (u, zu) e  A4(X)  x A4*(X x X)we have
(i) h {u ,  zu) =  hioj, zu) and (ii) I 3 is good rate function.
P ro o f. (i) Suppose cu £ M ( X )  is not equal (i. Define the function /  by 
f (a)  = K\og(\(u(a) — fi(a)| +  1), for a € X  and K  e  R.
Set g{a, b) — 0 for all a, b e  X  in (3.5.32) and note tha t by the choice of / ,
^ 2 ( f ( a )  -  Z( f ) )w{a)  + lg(a,b)zu(a,b) ^  \ { l  -  eg M )C(a, b)u(a)u(b)
> K   ^ log(|a;(a) — /i(a)| +  l)u;(a) — max |o>(a) — /x(a)| — 1^ 00,
where the sign of \K\ is such tha t last expression always stays positive.
Suppose zu C uj 0  uj . Then there exists a0, bo e  X  with
C(a0, bo)uj(a0 )uj(bo) =  0 and zu(a0 ,bo) > 0.
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For this (ao, bo) we define the symmetric function g by
g(a,b) = log(K ( l (aoM(a,b) +  l(6o)ao)(a, b)) +  1), for a, b e  X  and K  > 0.
Considering our g in (3.5.17) we have
Y  \g(a,b)w(a,b)  +  Y ,  \ { l  -  eg{a'b)C(a, b)u(a)u{b)
=  log(iC +  l)(ro(a0, 60)) oo.
Suppose tha t w  C u  ® u.  Then, we have
I(u,zu) > |  sup |  g(a,b)'cj(a^b) — eg^ a,b^ C(a, b)u(a)u(b)^
9 e C 2  a,b£X a,b£X
+ \  Y ,  C{a,b)u(a)u(b).
a,b£X
Again by the substitution h =  e9 ancj supx>0 log x  — x  =  — 1 we have 
sup { 9 (.ai b)m(a,b) — ^  e^a’^ C ,(a ,6)o;(a)a;(6) |
geC2 a,6€-V a ,b e *
= “ § E  [ >°S K *) C(n,I)(° ^ ( 6 ) ) - h(“- »] ro<a’
h>0 o,,b£X
=  slip ( log h(a,b) — h(a,b)) w(a,b) + Y '  log )  ro(a, 6)
S a Y i  aYi VC'(a,6V(aV(6)/
— — ||tc7|| +  H(w  || Cu  <8> u).
This yields that
J3(u;, w ) =  / 3(o;, tu).
(ii) This follows from the proof of Lemma 2.4.13. We recall from the proof of 
Lemma 2.4.13 tha t 9)c is a rate function and tha t for all a  < oo, its level sets
{(a;, w)  6 Ai (X)  x M.(X  x <T) : f i c f o  II u ) < a }
are bounded, closed set and so are compact. This means / 3 is good rate function.
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Lower B ound in T heorem  3 .5 .2 (i). We use the upper bound (but now with 
the law P replaced by P) to establish the lower bound for some open set
O C M ( X )  x M t ( X  x X).
Lem m a 3.5.13. For every open set O C M. (X)  x A4*(X x X),
lim inf —h j lo g P ^ L 1, L 2) G O ) >  — inf (3.5.35)
oo a n n  I (w .r o je o
Proof. Suppose (w, w) E O  with ^7 <C Co; <g> a; and u  = fi. Take
f (a)  =  0, Va G X.
Define the symmetric function gw : X  x X  —> M by
~ , lN f log '<h\ i ifca(a, M > 0,#ro(a ,6) =  < 6 C(a,bMaMb) ’ v > )
I 0, otherwise.
Recall that (a ?&) =  — l°g 1 — Pn(a,&) +  Pn(<b6)e5ro^ a’ ' , for a,b E X.
Define the symmetric function /^ ( a ,  6) by
j3w(a,b) := lim h £ \ a :b) = C(a,b)(  1 -  e5ro(a,6)).
n —►oo
Choose B^, B^, open neighbourhoods of a;, ca such tha t B^ x B ^  C O and
V(a>,d7) G B l  x B*,
( ^ ,  Pro) +  ( u  (3 m ) ~  £  <  (tZ7, p ro) +  (w  (8 ) 0 ), /?ro) .
We note that, the coloured random graph obtained from the function gw has 
colour law u  and connection probabilities satisfying
— 1 ~  l  u \  n T ° °  ? \  zu(a.b)an Pn(a,b)  >C(a,b)  :=
Write
m  :=  0 A m in  (3w(a, a).
Therefore, by (3.5.31) we have
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p { (L \L 2) € o }  > e { |
= E|e-“”n2<5i2'9">-°”n2<5il®tl''>")>+a”"2<Li' ‘^)> X n{(£.,i2)€£ii/£!| }}
>  e ~ a nn 2(^ ro,gro) -a nn2( |  uj®uj,/3)+anm / 4 - 1  an n 2e x  £ 2  ^ £  f t *  x  J5 2 j.
Therefore, we have
hm inf ^ 2  lo g P { (L \ L2) G O} > -  § ( tu, p) -  |(u ; <8> u, ft) -  £
+  l i m i n f ^ l o g P { ( L \  L2) e B j  x 5 ^ } .
The result follows once we prove that
lim inf ^ l o g P f t L 1, L2) 6 B'„ x  B 2 } =  0. (3.5.36)
We use the upper bound (but now with the law P replaced by P) to prove (3.5.36). 
Therefore, we have
limsup —^ 2 logP { (L l , L 2) e (B^ x B l ) c} < -  inf J 3 (u, w),
n—>00 (a>,
f /  # c ( ^ I M  if Co = u,
( ^  =  1 00 otherwise.
where F  — (B^ x B ^ ) c and (B^ x is the complement of the set B^  x B^ .
It remain for us to show tha t the infimum is positive.
To show this, we suppose by contradiction there exists the sequence (con, zun) €i F  
such tha t / 3(a), w)  j. 0. Then, because / 3 is good rate function with all its level 
sets compact, and by lower semicontinuity of the mapping (Co, w)  —> h(Co, vj), 
we can construct a limit point ( v j , Co) G F  with I 3 (Co, db) =  0. This means Co =  u  
and w  — CCo ®Co — w,  and hence, contradicting (Co, w)  £ F. ■
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3.5.7 Derivation of the Main Theorem s
L em m a 3.5.14. Suppose that X  is a coloured random graph with colour law 
p: X  —> (0,1] and connection probabilities pn : X  x X  —► [0,1] such that 
a~1pn(a,b) —> C(a,b) for some sequence (an) with ann —> 0 or ann —> 1 or 
ann —> oo and C  : X  x X  —> [0, oo). F/ien, /o r  any £ > 0  we have
lim P{ sup iL ^a) — /i(a)| >  e} =  0
n-^oo a e X
and
lim P{ sup |L2(a, 6) — /i(a)C(a, 6)/x(6)| >  e} =  0.
Prom Theorem 2.4.4, Theorem 3.5.1 and Theorem 3.5.2 we prove this lemma.
To begin, we define a closed set 
Fi =  {(to, w) E A4(X)  x A4*(X x X ) : sup |w(a, b) — p(a)C(a, b)p(b)\ > e}.
cz,&£ A7
We observe tha t in the sparse case (when nan —> 1), by Theorem 2.4.4,
lim sup ^ lo g P j^ L 1, L 2) € F i}  < — inf I{ (3.5.37)
n —>oo  ^ 1 (uj,m)eFi
We show by contradiction tha t the right hand side of (3.5.37) is negative. For this 
purpose suppose tha t there exists sequence (ton, w n) in F\ such that /(ton, w n) [ 0. 
Then, because 7 is a good rate function and its level sets are compact, and by 
lower semicontinuity of the mapping (co,zu) i—> I ( u , w) ,  there is a limit point 
E Fi with I(uj ,w) = 0. By Lemma 2.4.13, we have H (to || /x) =  0 and
f i c f o  II to) =  0.
This implies to (a) =  /i(a), and m{a,b) =  C(a,b)u(a)u;(b), for a, 6 E X  which 
contradicts (co,zj) € F\. Hence lim P { (F 1,L 2) E F A  = 0, as required.
n —► oo
For the subcritical case we can argue similarly with the LDP on the scale ann 2 
with rate function 1 3.
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The first statement of Lemma 3.5.14 follows similarly using the set
F2 =  {(w, w)  G M ( X )  x M * ( X  x X ) : sup |u;(a) — 11(a)\ > e}
a € X
and the LDP of Theorem 2.4.4 in the sparse case, and the LDP on the scale n 
with rate function 74 in the subcritical case.
Finally, in the supercritical case, an analogous argument can be carried out 
using F  — Fi U F2 and the LDP on the scale n with rate function I2.
We now compute the distribution Pn : Qn{X ) —> [0,1] of X ,
Pn(x) =  pn(x(u),x(v))  ( l -  pn(x{u), x{v)))
u £ V  (u , v ) E E  ( u , v ) # E
= n /*(*(“ )) n  n  (*
uEV  ( u , v ) € E  ( u ,v ) e £
Therefore, we have in the case of Theorem 3.4.1
 A— log P J x )  = ( L \ ----- !s“ ~ )  + 1 (L2 ,-'-SSibdHzvnH)annz logn 0  n \ * '  5 an n \ o g n / 2 ' 5 logn '
I I / p o ,  r !  l o g ( l - P n ) \ , 1 I r l  l o g ( l - P n ) \
' 2 ' ’ an \ogn i 2 \  A? on n  lo g n '
In the case of Theorem 3.4.2 we have
“ logP(x)  = ( L \  -  log/i) +  1 (L2, - 1-°g(^ "g1-~-P-n-)1)
+  \  (L 1 (giL1, —nlog(l Pn)} +  I  <L^, - lo g ( l  -  Pn)).
Now in the first case the integrands
- l o g / i  - I o g ( l -P n )  a n ( j  - lo g ( l - p n )  
an n log n ’ an log n an n log n
all converge to zero, while
l o g ( P n / (1 Pn) )  11
lo g n
Hence Theorem 3.4.1 follows from Theorem 3.5.14.
In the second case the both integrand — log(l — pn) and — n log(l — pn) converges 
to zero. Therefore, Theorem 3.4.2 follows from Lemma 3.5.14.
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Index o f N otation
S ym bol M ean ing
* Finite set of alphabet endowed with the discrete topology.
M ( X ) Set of probability measures on X  equipped with the weak topology
M ( X ) Set of finite measures on X  equipped with the weak topology.
M * ( X  x X) Subspace of symmetric members of A 4(X  x X).
M ( X ) Set of counting measures on X  equipped with the discrete topology.
Cl Space of functions on X.
C2 Space of symmetric functions on A" x X.
(f>“) Expectation of the function /  with respect to  the measure a
W) Mean of the probability distribution v.
H(  u\\ t i ) Relative entropy of the probability vector uj with respect to fi.
llfll Total mass of the measure i.
d Metric of total variation.
P Probability law of random graphs.
Q Offspring kernel.
r ( - ) Gamma function.
S(u) Support of the measure v.
m( a , c) Multiplicity of the symbol a in c =  (ai, . . . ,  an).
A(a, b) Expected number of offspring of type a of a vertex of type b.
Pn(x) Distribution of random graph (including trees) x  on n vertices.
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